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Executive Summary 

Defense systems in general and space systems in particular, are characterized not only by their demanding 
missions, intricate and risky systems development, but also by the detailed documentation that must be 
created, managed, and interpreted throughout a system’s lifecycle. The discipline of systems engineering 
was born out of these complex systems, dating back at least to the Apollo program, with the goal of 
improving the success of these complex systems; however, the document-heavy approach of traditional 
systems engineering seems out-of-step with our modern age, which saw the emergence and primacy of 
computing, the internet, and mobile technology. Moreover, defense and space systems customers are 
looking for systems with shorter development cycles and more iterative development styles than were 
common when the systems engineering practice first emerged while focused on mission success. However, 
the creation, management, and interpretation of documentation (much of it required for sound 
communication as well as the need of customers for mission success with manageable risk) can degenerate 
into churn and inconsistencies when subject to iterative and change-tolerant development models. 

One methodological solution to more manageable iterative development is model-based systems 
engineering specifically for the systems engineering implications and model-based engineering for this 
same problem when extended across disciplines. With a model-based approach the truth is resident in the 
model, not in the documents. Systems models enable improved mission/requirement/design trades to 
detect potential defects and correct disconnects early, enable design decisions to improve systems 
performance reliability, safety, and improve the ability to conduct reviews in a more-effective and 
proactive manner. Documents may be generated as-needed but the accepted baseline is always in the 
integrated model which the team creates, modifies, and interprets during the evolution of the system 
design. Given the significant paradigm shift between document-based and model-based work, the mission 
assurance methods must change as well. In this work, we have identified six key mission assurance 
process areas which will likely be impacted by the shift to model-based work: requirements analysis and 
validation, reliability, system safety independent reviews, design assurance, and configuration 
management. In the body of this document we summarize our recommendations for systems engineering, 
program management, and mission assurance leaders to consider for model-based programs. We also 
describe a set of implementation recommendations to retain and enhance mission assurance during the 
transition from document-based to model-based work. 

Appendices capture the detailed work for each mission assurance area along with detailed 
recommendations. For each area specifically, we define the current state of each area, the expected future 
model-based state, and describe both the risks and opportunities for mission assurance practitioners to 
consider when planning, and executing mission assurance activities on future model-based projects. 
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1. Introduction 

1.1 Background 

Increasing system complexity of national security space systems results in greater likelihood of systems 
engineering (SE) escapes and greater impacts of these escapes when they are not found and rectified 
early. Examples of SE escapes include ambiguous requirements, disconnects in requirement flow down or 
allocation, and unacknowledged requirement interdependencies. In addition, system complexity has 
increased from the growing amount of legacy systems and interfaces which can constrain system 
evolution and management complexity as increased with teams of organizations collaborating on the 
effort. Challenges of interoperability and enabling the operations of systems of systems (SoS) also 
contribute to increasing enterprise complexity. Also, incremental and spiral development of systems result 
in multiple requirement and design baselines.  

Development by many needed specialists results in information stovepipes. These stovepipes can be 
organizational, structural, temporal, or project based. Key knowledge can be lost between lifecycle phases 
and projects. Inconsistent representations of the system in individuals’ mental models exist, that is, a lack 
of a “common SE picture” and a degradation to mission assurance. Ambiguous specifications of 
requirements and design result in the increased risk of SE escapes not being discovered until later in  
the lifecycle. 

Documents are brittle artifacts. They are difficult to keep synchronized and consistent, inconvenient for 
capturing complex and numerous interrelationships, and disconnects may be difficult to find.  

Model-based systems engineering’s (MBSE) relevance to government programs is established when the 
information captured in system models is proactively used to meet the success criteria of SE, mission 
assurance (MA) reviews, audits, and project management milestones. 

Due to the fast pace of technology innovation, security threats and new standards and regulations during 
the lifecycle development, the requirements on a system may change. Having the requirements and design 
in one model enables the impact analysis of these changes on mission assurance. 

Another relevant criterion is when MBSE practices improve the accuracy, efficiency, timeliness, and 
coordination of outcomes. Thirdly, that MBSE is integral to the acquisition strategy, contract 
implementation, and engineering activities and data across all stakeholders—government and industry. 
Data will promote consistency of vision and shared understanding among all stakeholders. 

1.2 Mission Assurance Improvement Workshop (MAIW) Problem Statement 

Mission assurance is founded on sound, repeatable, SE. Traditional SE methods where requirements 
baselines, hardware/software models, and product assurance criteria are all managed independent of 
solution architectures are insufficient to address the demands for resilient systems at lower price points 
and faster fielding. An approach for integration of these typically disparate elements is needed to leverage 
the developments in model-based engineering (MBE) into an effective execution framework. Any such 
approach, where models and software based systems and tools can replace documents in the verification 
and validation flow, must retain MA discipline through the program lifecycle. 

This report focuses on how to adapt traditional MA practices to function effectively in an MBE setting. 
Figure 1 extends the traditional systems engineering Vee. The left portion of Figure 1 identifies program 
assurance that sets up the mission assurance program. Program assurance would include the planning 
activities necessary to apply MBSE/MBE to the work to be performed. The right most portion of Figure 1 
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shows that the results are mission success stemming from mission assurance activities that result from 
proper systems engineering with an emphasis on the tasks necessary for mission success. Figure 1 also 
shows how the engineering work extends past verification and validation through operations and 
sustainment, and finally how that flows back into defining new missions and the need for updated 
program assurance.  

 
Figure 1. Mission assurance through systems engineering. 

1.3 MBE Definition and Overview 

Models are not new, as model-based approaches have been widely used in many disciplines, such as 
mechanical, electrical, and software for some time. However, these approaches primarily use models just 
to support analytical studies supporting performance analysis with no consideration given to other aspects 
of the system such as requirements, system structure, interfaces, and functionality. In MBE, models 
replace documents as the central focus, and provide a single source or truth, addressing all aspects of 
systems development throughout the lifecycle from requirements definition to verification. MBSE is often 
placed in the broader context of MBE. In this context, the system model is intended to be integrated with 
those models used by other disciplines. In this way, the system model serves as an integrating framework 
that spans the different disciplines [38]. 

MBSE is the emerging, more evolved practice of SE in which descriptive system models are at the center 
of the SE process. These models are built hierarchically and integrate many perspectives, are evolved and 
matured over time, and serve as the “single source of truth” for the system. MBSE facilitates a “common 
SE picture” in which everyone’s mental models become more complete and consistent. Requirements and 
design can be validated and verified early and often to reduce risk of lingering SE defects. System 
modeling can provide graphic views that effectively convey necessary information at any level of 
abstraction. Customizable queries and reports provide comprehensive analysis of traceability and impacts 
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across the system or enterprise. SE overlaps with software engineering, requirements, design, interface, 
constraint, and other information contained in the MBSE tools should be seamlessly traceable to software 
tools. Figure 2 shows the systems engineering Vee as it would look with major steps/gates (grey boxes) 
and associated engineering work (red boxes) contributing to integrated digital systems models that 
provide a single source of truth to produce trusted views, reports, and documents such as requirement 
specifications, traceability analysis reports, impact analysis reports, interface control documents, training 
documents and provide outputs to other tools such as cost and schedule estimation tools or risk 
management data tools.  

 
Figure 2. Concepts related to MBE. 

Mission Success (MS): Defined as the achievement by an acquired system (or system of systems) to 
singularly or in combination meet not only specified performance requirements but also the expectations 
of the users and operators in terms of safety, operability, suitability, and supportability. MS is typically 
evaluated after operational turnover, according to program specific timelines and criteria, such as key 
performance parameters (KPPs). MS assessments include operational assessments and user  
community feedback. 
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Mission assurance (MA): Defined as the disciplined application of proven scientific, engineering, 
quality, and program management principles towards the goal of achieving mission success. MA follows 
a general SE framework and uses risk management (RM) and independent assessment as cornerstones 
throughout the program lifecycle. 

MBE: An approach to engineering that uses models as an integral part of the technical baseline that 
includes the requirements, analysis, design, implementation, verification of a capability, system, and/or 
product throughout the acquisition lifecycle. 
– NDIA, Final Report of the Model-Based Engineering Subcommittee, 2011 

MBSE: The formalized application of modeling to support system requirements, design, analysis, 
verification and validation activities beginning in the conceptual design phase, and continuing throughout 
development and later lifecycle phases.| 
– INCOSE, Systems Engineering Vision 2020, 2007  

Definition of Digital Engineering 
 
The concept of digital engineering (another term for MBE) and digital systems models (another term for 
model data sets) has been a recent emphasis area for the Office of the Deputy Assistant Secretary of 
Defense (ODASD) for SE. Per their web page; http://www.acq.osd.mil/se/initiatives/init_de.html. 
ODASD (SE) is working to lead the Department of Defense (DOD): 

“Digital engineering (DE) (also known as MBE or model-based systems engineering) is an 
initiative developed and championed by ODASD (SE) to help streamline the way defense 
programs collect, retain, and share data. ODASD (SE) asserts that digital engineering has the 
potential to promote greater efficiency and coherence in defense programs by ensuring 
stakeholders have access to accurate, relevant, and consistent information throughout the life of a 
program. … Operating from a single source of truth and placing models as the lead digital 
artifacts move us in this direction. ODASD (SE) believes that the use of models, simulations, and 
digital engineering places a greater focus on the rigor and discipline needed in performing high-
quality systems engineering.” 

Digital Artifact (DA): The artifacts produced within, or generated from, the digital engineering 
ecosystem. These artifacts provide data for alternative views to visualize, communicate, and deliver data, 
information, and knowledge to stakeholders. 

Digital Engineering (DE): An integrated digital approach that uses authoritative sources of systems’ data 
and models as a continuum across disciplines to support lifecycle activities from concept through disposal. 

Digital Engineering Ecosystem: The interconnected infrastructure, environment, and methodology 
(process, methods, and tools) used to store, access, analyze, and visualize evolving systems’ data and 
models to address the needs of the stakeholders. 

Digital Model-Centric Engineering (DMCE): The application of engineering practices through the use 
of digital environments and tools. DMCE enables practitioners to engineer systems using digital practices 
and artifacts in a collaborative environment, creating a digitally integrated approach using a federated 
single source of truth to evolve complex systems. A primary characteristic of this environment and 
approach is the digital authority’s ability to capture pedigree of all system-related data to facilitate and 
automate traceability, show dynamic relationships and changes to various aspects of the system 
development, and support decision-makers to make informed decisions. 

http://www.acq.osd.mil/se/initiatives/init_de.html
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Digital System Model (DSM): A digital representation of a defense system, generated by all 
stakeholders, that integrates the authoritative technical data and associated artifacts, which defines all 
aspects of the system for the specific activities throughout the system lifecycle [9]. 

Digital Thread: An extensible, configurable, and component enterprise-level analytical framework that 
seamlessly expedites the controlled interplay of authoritative technical data, software, information, and 
knowledge in the enterprise data-information-knowledge systems, based on the DSM template, to inform 
decision makers throughout a system’s lifecycle by providing the capability to access, integrate, and 
transform disparate data into actionable information [9]. 

Digital Twin: An integrated Multiphysics, multiscale, probabilistic simulation of an as-built system, 
enabled by Digital Thread, that uses the best available models, sensor information, and input data to 
mirror and predict activities/performance over the life of its corresponding physical twin [9]. 

Technical Coherence: The logical traceability of the evolution of a system’s data and models, decisions, 
and solutions throughout the lifecycle.  

Technical Data: Recorded information, regardless of the form or method of the recording, of a scientific 
or technical nature (including computer software documentations). The term does not include computer 
software or data incidental to contract administration, such as financial and/or management information. 
(DFARS 252.227-7103 (a) (15)) 
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2. Scope 

2.1 Topic Team Charter 

The charter for the MAIW topic team included: 

1. Define an approach for executing MBE while retaining essential MA processes and deliverables. 

2. Determine how MA processes execution and output/reporting may change when using an MBE 
approach. Consider several program execution MA processes in TOR-2011(8591)-21 as part of 
an essential set. 

3. Identify a minimum set of model capabilities required to execute the MA processes. 

4. Stretch task: Investigate how the roles of quality assurance and inspection might change in an 
environment where traditional paper outputs and physical inspection may be replaced by models 
and virtual inspection embedded into manufacturing processes. 

2.2 Relationship to Other MA Documents 

This document leverages the 2010 MAIW product, “Mission Assurance Program Framework,” that 
defined 16 processes supporting mission success that were universally consistent across all organizations, 
and considered the essential set necessary to provide effective MA for US space programs. The “Mission 
Assurance Guidelines for A-D Mission Risk Classes” document contains guidelines to define 
characteristic profiles for MA processes for a given space vehicle risk class. For this 2017 MAIW topic 
“MA Considerations in MBE for Space Systems,” we wanted to research and identify the MA impacts on 
a select group of these 16 processes for transitioning to MBE approaches on space system development 
programs. We further wanted to assess the impact to program execution mission success by transitioning 
some of the key processes to a MBSE approach. The expectation is that users of this 2017 MAIW product 
will use it in concert with both of these previous MAIW products.  

2.3 How the User Should Approach this Document 

This document should be viewed as a compendium document to the previous MAIW products identified 
in B. This document provides guidance to the MA practitioner on the changes affecting projects in going 
from a current state to a future state that employs MBE methodologies and practices. For each of the 
mission assurance areas addressed in this document, users of this document are provided 
recommendations for how to transition from their current practices to a MA enabled MBE approach, 
including risks and challenges that they can use to guide their efforts towards a successful outcome. This 
document also identifies changes in the responsibilities from the current state to future state for MA roles 
such as program management, SE, quality assurance, and other key roles. In addition, the document 
includes a summary of lessons learned and best practices collected from across the MAIW community, 
and it provides some recommendations for each of the process areas examined in this document. Detailed 
guidance is contained in the appendices for each of the included MA process areas. 

2.4 INCOSE Vision 

One of the SE imperatives in the SE Vision 2025 calls for advancing the tools and methods to address 
complexity. As documented in the INCOSE Vision, “MBSE is part of a long-term trend toward model-
centric approaches adopted by other engineering disciplines, including mechanical, electrical and 
software. In particular, MBSE is expected to replace the document-centric approach that has been 
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practiced by systems engineers in the past and to influence the future practice of SE by being fully 
integrated into the definition of SE processes.”  

One of the SE challenges identified is that mission complexity is growing faster than our ability to 
manage it…increasing mission risk from inadequate specifications and incomplete verification. 
Knowledge and investment are lost at project lifecycle phase boundaries… increasing development cost 
and risk of late discovery of design problems. Applying MBSE is expected to provide significant benefits 
over the document centric approach by enhancing productivity and quality, reducing risk, and providing 
improved communications among the system development team [42]. 
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3. Approach 

3.1 How MA Areas Were Chosen 

During the team kick-off meeting, the team members reviewed the set of MA processes contained in 
TOR-2011(8591)-18. During a discussion of all of the process areas (see Figure 3) the team identified, via 
consensus, which set of MA processes were a first priority essential set to consider for this year’s topic 
team to investigate MA impacts of MBE approaches. The team also discussed topic team scope 
reasonableness given the MAIW schedule and resources. Based on the discussion, the following 
processes indicated by the arrows below in Figure 3 were selected for the 2017 topic team. Two other 
process areas were identified by the team as also being essential to investigate, but were decided to be 
recommended for a follow-on topic team – integration, test and evaluation, and environmental 
compatibility given the extensive scope of work represented by these two process areas. Detailed 
information in each of these selected six MA processes is in Appendix A – F. The other process areas not 
selected could be addressed as needed in follow on work related to mission assurance considerations for 
model-based engineering. 

 
 
 
 
 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 3. MA process selection. 
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4. Impacts 

With MBE, the MA roles will change from what is in the current processes. The following table details 
the differences between the current and future responsibilities. The future state are additional 
responsibilities to the current state responsibilities, so that the future state still contains everything in the 
current state. Some of the future state responsibilities are marked as N/A in the following table as those 
MA roles were out of scope for the process areas selected for this MAIW topic team charter.  

Table 1. Current vs Future: MA Roles 

MA Role Current State Responsibilities Future State Responsibilities 

Government MA 

Program Manager 
Program lead that works with the 
contracting officer and staff the lead 
all the program work 

• Defines the overall acquisition 
strategy and implementation 

• Creates and follows the program 
mission assurance plan (MAP) 
for internal government use 

• Defines the program acceptable 
risk level 

• Manages the request for 
proposal (RFP) and source 
selection processes 

• Pre-award process discussions 
with industry on the strategic use 
of MBE  

• Instills MBE, as appropriate to 
the program needs and risk 
levels into the MAP 

• Instills MBE, as appropriate into 
the RFP and as a source 
selection criteria to ensure MA 

System Engineer 
Defines the government SE 
program, approach, and resources 

• Creates the program System 
engineering plan (SEP) that 
define the breadth and 
government implementation of 
SE, including modeling 

• Identifies the program 
specification and standards 

• Tailors SE/MA reviews and 
audits along with contract data 
requirements lists (CDRL)/data 
item descriptions (DiD) 

• Plans for MBE work as part of the 
SE approach including setting the 
environment, infrastructure, 
training and readiness 

• Ensures specs and standards 
don’t inhibit and do enable MBE 
tasks 

• Tailors SE/MA reviews and 
audits along with CDRLs/DiDs for 
MBE implementation 

Project Engineer/Manager 
IPT member and counterpart of 
industry technical staff and cost-
account managers 

Follows the MAP, SEP, and other 
program documents to ensure MA 
• Tailors and uses the mission 

assurance baseline (MAB) to 
ensure MA tasks are completed 

• Determines the MAB tasks that 
are MBE and conducts those 
tasks with the IPT and industry 
technical staff 

• Has MBE competency to ensure 
tasks are conducted 

Industry MA 
Program/Project Manager • Works with the government 

across the strategic, pre-award, 
and contract to ensure MA 

• Works with the government on 
the model contract that defines 
the specs/standards, 
CDRLs/DiDs including the IMP, 
IMS, and systems engineering 
master plan (SEMP) 

• Ensures that MBE enables and 
improves MA by including it, as 
appropriate, into proposals, 
contracts, and the work 

• Program manager makes 
decisions based on MBE data to 
ensure MA based on the 
program’s authoritative data 
source.  
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MA Role Current State Responsibilities Future State Responsibilities 

Engineer 
System, requirements, configuration 
management, reliability, safety, 
design, integration, and test 

• Conducts engineering activities 
resulting in products/services 

• Uses specifications, standards, 
guides, best practices, lessons 
learned to accomplish those 
activities 

• Ensure that the inputs from their 
work come from the program 
data authority.  

• Outputs should go to the same 
repository, including any domains 
specific models.  

Program Quality Assurance 
Program Quality 
Program quality management 
support to ensure contractual 
requirements are compliant 

• Review program contract and 
flow down contract requirements 

• Develop program quality plans 
• Interface with customer on quality 

related issues 

• N/A 

Hardware Quality 
Hardware Quality management 
support to ensure known good 
products/services are delivered to 
customers 

• Plan and implement inspection 
processes that ensure known 
good products 

• Perform physical configuration 
inspections/verifications 

• Perform product and STE 
verification and selloff 

• Disposition of nonconforming 
material in compliance with 
program requirements 

• N/A 

Software Quality 
Software Quality management 
support to ensure known good 
products/services are delivered to 
customers 

• Plan and implement software 
inspection processes that ensure 
known good products/tests 

• Perform audits of software 
development processes 

• Perform software configuration 
inspections/verifications 

• Disposition of nonconforming 
software and test software in 
compliance with program 
requirements 

• N/A 

Material Quality 
Material Quality management 
support to ensure known good parts 

• Interface with product quality 
• Develop supplier quality plans for 

programs 

• N/A 

Supplier Quality Assurance     

Supplier Material Quality • Process compliance and 
resource for all material quality 

• Assist with development of 
supplier quality plans for 
programs 

• Assist with supplier quality 
portion of supplier selection 

• N/A 
•  
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MA Role Current State Responsibilities Future State Responsibilities 

Material Validation 
Ensure known good parts; material 
test and verification strategy for 
procured materials 

• Engineering interface for 
obtaining key performance 
parameters (KPPs), translating 
into material verification plans by 
technology and/or part 

• Perform incoming inspections 

• N/A 

Infrastructure and Services • Oversight for service providers • N/A 

Field Quality Engineering 
Field quality engineering, Inspection 
Processes 

• On-site supplier quality oversight 
and insight 

• Source inspection/first article 
inspection – focal point for 
specification and process 
compliance at supplier 

• Supplier risk mitigation through 
execution of pre- and post-award 
reviews, product/process 
verification 

• Supplier control plan 
development/execution for key 
product characteristics and risk 
areas 

• N/A 
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5. Recommendations 

5.1 MBE Best Practices 

1. MBE could enhance SE and MA efficiency and effectiveness by minimizing clerical tasks 
associated with integrating multiple document sets, providing a structured set of value-added 
engineering tasks that would potentially reduce risks earlier in the development, improve the 
confidence that the system is designed properly, minimize the need for “test” within increasing 
reliance on “analysis,” potentially reduce needs for retest, and have greater confidence that the 
system will operate to stakeholder operational needs. 

2. MBE would improve the engineering associated with requirements definition (model based 
documentation), requirements traceability, requirements analysis, and requirements verification 
and system validation. 

3. DSMs that represent architectures, system, trade studies, risks, design, drawings, data, dataflow 
and other engineering data would be in a federated repository that is shared among stakeholders 
across the government and contractors. This provides a “single source of truth” that is kept 
current and aligned. 

4. The DSM would provide a “digital twin” of the actual system so that as system variants are 
produced the digital twins reflect their “as built,” “as delivered” design and configuration. 

5. The DSM made up of a defined document taxonomy, data taxonomy, and set of digital artifacts 
can be shared and used proactively for engineering developments, independent product and 
process team work, reviews, audits, assessments, as well as verification, validation, and 
acceptance. This level of connected data enables improved engineering and program management 
confidence to levy go/no-go decisions to proceed with work, to test/re-test, and for acceptance. 

6. Traditional paper based and scheduled CDRL documents are increasingly replaced by DSM 
views and reports enhancing engineering efficiency, effectiveness, and enabling improved risk 
assessment and handling, along with program decision-making. 

7. For higher rate production, and product line management, such as CubeSats, MBE would likely 
provide a significant benefit by managing requirement sets, requirements traceability, enhance 
requirements analysis and validation while ensuring that verified digital twins exist for each 
product line item. 

8. Decision-making starts on the modeler side, but transfers to the leader to understand the modelers 
information. Leaders need to make their decisions based on the model and need to understand the 
design completely. The modelers need to be able to effectively communicate their model to the 
decision-makers and not be disconnected from what is happening in the rest of a given program. 

5.2 MA Recommendations 

One common recommendation across all the process areas is to iterate and redefine the model throughout 
the program systems engineering vee, and establish a process to reevaluate or update the model 
throughout the lifecycle, and do so early and often. 
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Requirements Recommendations: 
Consider reducing design verification tests (including retests) if model-based verification can be proven 
effective, benefits include reduced risk exposure during ground testing, lower cost and shorter cycle 
times, as well as reduced stress due to over testing. Build verification and workmanship checks should be 
retained irrespective of model-based practice maturity. 

MA model-based projects should consider ways of verifying the quality and completeness of this model 
traceability and government stakeholder should drive accountability by requesting traceability metrics and 
reporting in milestone reviews. Best practices for verifying appropriate traceability and expected 
verification by mission class should be considered for a future TOR. 

Recommend government consider ways of reducing document deliverables and replace with model 
deliverables. There are many challenges in this area but advantages include potential for the government 
to own more of the technical baseline and reduce vendor lock-in for long lifecycle programs. 

Recommend programs that are transitioning from document to model-based work, review and evaluate 
their decision-making process in favor of model-based decision-making over document-based decisions. 
Challenges include establishment of go/no-go decision criteria and an efficient implementation through 
automation over manual review of models. 

Design Assurance: 
Consider using design data to determine adherence to process steps to provide better process rigor,  
rather than leaving process adherence up to engineers to understand and tailor, to enforce an assured 
process flow. 

Consider implementing automated model checking and problem solving to flag small errors early  
for solution. 

To improve MA, reduce likelihood of error, and reduce the burden on engineers, consider automated 
performance budget management that are updated with each design release. MA personnel should 
consider the pedigree of this automation, however, to reduce the likelihood of systemic errors in budget 
having consequences to the program and mission. 

Reliability Recommendations: 
Reliability plans and approach should consider leveraging model-based use-cases to deliver estimates of 
success probability of operationally-necessary uses rather than a single system-wide requirement like 
mean time between failure (MTBF) and availability. 

Reliability plans should consider automated methods for failure modes and effects analyses early in the 
concept definition phase through detailed design—to give early reliability input to trades. 

Consider linking FRACAS data, as it is collected, as part of the larger DSM to ensure timely 
identification and decimation of new failure modes and effects.  

Reliability programs should utilize model-based use cases to develop more precise measures  
of effectiveness.  

Build your reliability methods into your model. Have the data elements there, so you can build upon your 
model. Emphasize that this can be done early and continuously in the program. Take failure/test data and 
link it into your descriptive data of your model.  
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Safety Recommendations: 
Involve safety engineers early in the design process as the model is being developed. Safety constraints 
and off-nominal paths can be added to use cases to help evaluate risk early on while the design is  
still fluid. 

Recommend adding attributes to the system model that help safety analysis including: failure data and 
output produced when the failure occurs along with an estimate of the probability of failure. 

Recommend all known single-point failures should be identified with dedicated attributes within the 
system model; this allows for automated lists of potential single point failure to be generated and  
thus mitigated. 

Programs transitioning to model-based approaches should consider collaborating early with the system 
safety community including safety experts and range safety personnel to ensure the safety-oriented model 
outputs and their presentation meet the expectations and needs of this community. 

Configuration Management: 
SE, collaborating with stakeholders, should define the areas of the DSM that can be created, viewed, 
updated, and deleted to ensure model integrity and account for protection of intellectual property and 
information assurance. 

MA personnel need to verify that the system model is under configuration control, even if relatively few 
users are involved with maintaining the model, to avoid model corruption, uncertainty, and data loss. 

A model-based program needs to have a clear CM strategy to ensure baseline integrity. Artifacts may be 
in several locations (e.g., DOORS, Rhapsody, or Documents) and only one of these can hold the baseline 
that the others synchronize to.  

Independent Reviews 
Programs implementing model-based reviews should extend these reviews beyond the review of  
technical content to the completeness and validity of the model itself versus what is expected for the 
current milestone. 

MA personnel need to verify that model checkers have been validated and are as effective as claimed, 
especially if manual review is reduced according to model checker maturity. 

MA personnel should review model volatility as a risk indicator as well as the volatility of changes to 
model checkers. If models and checkers are continually changing together, version misalignment and 
errors are likely to occur and thus undermine the value of model checking. 

5.3 Approach for Executing MBE 

1. Adopt model-based tools with standard, open application programming interfaces (APIs) to allow 
for easier data exchange and reporting. 

2. Invest in visualization and reporting technology development to maximize the value of data rich 
models. (Visualization is an investment because you have to try things, and sometimes fail until 
you get to what works.) 

3. Invest in development of model-based tools that enforce rules for process execution and capture 
process tailoring and rationale. 

4. Don’t try to model everything!  Start small and model what you have, then expand as needed. 
Start capturing metrics on when the model was useful and needed. 
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5. Adopt automated audit and dash-boarding of model state and status. 
6. Adopt single-source-of-truth paradigm for the system. 
7. Consider the method to deliver the model to the government at the beginning of the contract. For 

example, adopt a baseline hosted on Government infrastructure.  
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6. Conclusions 

6.1 Lessons Learned Summary 

Table 2 below contains an abridged summary of all the lessons learned from each of the subsections in 
this document. These lessons learned were generated from the 2017 MAIW team discussion.  

Table 2. Summary of Lessons Learned 

 Lessons Learned 

1 MA personnel need to verify that model checkers have been validated and are as effective as claimed. 
Especially if manual review is reduced according to model checker maturity.  

2 Don’t assume that just because you can get the data into the model that you can get it out.  

3 Modeling helped identify both the requirement set and the UCs and stabilized the change of those  
fairly quickly.  

4 The provided model views were insufficient to meeting the needs of the stakeholders; custom views  
were necessary.  

5 With the lack of open system interconnects and system interfaces it’s hard to have portable model data. 

6 You need to define an intermediate format for the model data. It might not be the tool vendors you want to 
look to for that. You create a single authoritative source. 

7 Consider the data exchange approach and define a tool independent (intermediate format) for your data. 

8 
Use the right tool for the job. This is in regards to showing a visual for the data. Sometimes is “X” 
software…other times it’s excel…etc. Determine processes to define these forms but all come from the single 
source of truth.  

9 Start small with what you have. (physical systems, UC’s block diagram, etc.)  

10 By modeling the systems functionality and CONOPS, identify disconnect between component requirements 
and correct mental models in the CONOPS. 

11 Insure the processes are there to update the model to ensure feedback is happening and the processes are 
being executed.  

12 Make sure that the models are not just within SE. The model integrates with discipline engineering models.  
13 Model the process use cases and stakeholder interaction use cases. 
14 Develop champions by demonstrating value early.  
15 Capture ontology and style guide first and then add to it as you go. Plan for model organization and usability.  
16 Need to make sure your modeling team has enough resources to be responsive.  
17 It is important to collect metrics for value added of MBE such as number of engineering escapes identified.  

18 There must be a single authoritative source for any individual piece of information. To reduce the likelihood of 
introducing errors that can lead to MA escapes.  

19 When sources of truth are distributed, a disciplined process is needed to maintain CM of the technical 
baseline. This is needed to avoid CM escapes. Can use an issue tracking system such as ClearQuest or Jira.  

20 Unit level SW test cases should verify alignment between code and model.  

21 If you don’t have the model up to date with the latest system information, then change assessment will be 
incorrect. Can lead to MA escapes.  

 
6.2 Conclusions 

In summary, we have identified six key mission assurance process areas which will likely be impacted by 
the shift to model-based work: requirements analysis & validation, reliability, system safety independent 
reviews, design assurance, and configuration management. In the body of this document we have 
summarized our best practices and lessons learned for systems engineering, program management, and 
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mission assurance leaders to consider for model-based programs. We also describe a set of 
implementation recommendations in order to retain and enhance mission assurance during the transition 
from document-based to model-based work. 

The appendices which follow capture the detailed work for each mission assurance area along with 
detailed recommendations. For each area in-turn, we define the current state of each area, the expected 
future model-based state, and describe both the risks and opportunities for mission assurance practitioners 
to consider when planning, and executing mission assurance activities on future model-based projects. 
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7. Acronyms 

AADL  Architecture Analysis and Design Language 
API  Application Programming Interface 
ATR  Aerospace Technical Report 
CCB  Configuration Control Board 
CDR  Critical Design Review 
CDRL  Contract Data Requirements List 
CI  Configuration Item  
CM  Configuration Management 
CMP  Change Management Program 
COA   Courses of Action 
CONOPS  Concept of Operations 
COTS  Commercial Off-the-Shelf 
DAU  Defense Acquisition University 
DE  Digital Engineering 
DiD  Data Item Descriptions 
DoD  Department of Defense 
DoDAF  Department of Defense Architecture Framework 
DOORS  Dynamic Object Oriented Requirement System 
DSM  Digital System Model 
EIA  Electronic Industry Association  
ETA  Event Tree Analysis  
FCA  Functional Configuration Audit  
FDIR   Failure Detection Isolation and Recovery 
FFP  Firm Fixed Price 
FMEA  Failure Modes and Effects Analysis  
FMECA  Failure Modes and Effects Criticality Analysis 
FRACAS   Failure Reporting and Corrective Action Systems 
FTA   Fault Tree Analysis  
GOTS  Government Off-the-Shelf 
GPRA  Government Performance and Results Act 
HW  Hardware 
IBD  Internal Block Diagram 
IC  Intelligence Community 
ICD  Interface Control Drawings 
IEEE  Institute of Electrical and Electronics Engineers  
INCOSE  International Council on Systems Engineering 
KPP  Key Performance Parameter 
IMP  Integrated Master Plan 
IMS  Integrated Master Schedule 
IPT  Integrated Product Team 
ISO  International Organization for Standardization 
LDM  Logical Data Model 
LRR  Launch Readiness Review 
MA  Mission Assurance 
MAB   Mission Assurance Baseline 
MAP   Mission Assurance Plan 
MAIW  Mission Assurance Improvement Workshop 
MBE  Model-Based Engineering 
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MTBF  Mean Time Between Failure 
MBSE  Model-Based Systems Engineering 
MDA  Missile Defense Agency 
MIL-STD  Military Standard 
MoM  Manager of Managers 
NASA  National Aeronautics and Space Administration 
ODASD  Office of the Deputy Assistant Secretary of Defense 
OMG  Object Management Group 
OSLC  Open Services for Lifecycle Collaboration 
PCA  Physical Configuration Audit 
PDR  Preliminary Design Review 
PES  Physical Exchange Specification 
PHA  Preliminary Hazard Analysis  
PHL  Preliminary Hazard List 
PM  Program Manager 
PPT  PowerPoint 
RFC  Request for Change 
RFP  Request for Proposal 
RFV  Request for Variance 
ROI  Return on Investment 
SE  Systems Engineering 
SEMP  Systems Engineering Management Plan 
SEP  System Engineering Plan 
SMC  Space and Missile Systems Center 
SME  Subject Matter Expert 
SRR  System Requirements Review 
STE  Special Test Equipment 
SW  Software 
SysML  Systems Modeling Language 
TOR  Technical Operating Report 
TRR  Test Readiness Review 
UML   Unified Modeling Language 
VCRM  Verification Cross Reference Matrix 
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Appendix A. MA Area: Requirements Analysis and Validation 

A.1. Literature Search and Review 

The intent of this MAIW TOR is to review the MA community accepted definition of the requirements 
process (including requirements analysis and requirements validation) then provide guidance on how a 
mission risk adjusted MA enabled MBE approach brings value to the enterprise. The following key 
documents were identified and will be discussed: 

1. ISO-EIA-15288 “Systems and Software Engineering — System Lifecycle Processes,” 2015-05-
15 (IEEE) 15288.1 “Application of Systems Engineering on Defense Programs,” December 10, 
2014. This document is one of the accepted across the government as part of the standards profile 
necessary for mission assurance on government programs. 

2. TOR-2011(8591)-21 Mission Assurance Guidelines for A-D-Mission Risk Classes, June 3, 2011. 
This MAIW written document is the basis for this TOR. This TOR provided the tenants and 
working title for the appendix “Requirements Analysis and Validation.”  

3. ATR-2016-02402 Rev A, “Model-Based Systems Engineering (MBSE) Guidance for 
Government-Acquired Programs”, March 14, 2016. This document provides that more current 
thinking on how MBSE may be adopted. 

4. A framework for developing a digital system model taxonomy 
Philomena Zimmerman, 18th Annual NDIA Systems Engineering Conference, Springfield, VA, 
October 28, 2015. This document provides relevant and current concepts related to MBSE from 
DOD ODASD (SE) that sets policy and regulation for systems engineering. 

 
Implementing Requirements Analysis & Validation for Mission Assurance in a MBE Environment. 

It’s helpful to set requirements analysis and validation in context of mission assurance and then systems 
engineering and finally model-based systems engineering.  

The Mission Assurance Guide (MAG) sets the concepts for mission assurance from which the DOD, 
intelligence community and civil agencies base their mission assurance program on. Figure 4 is from the 
MAG and illustrates the relationship between systems engineering tasks and mission assurance. This 
diagram is based on the systems engineering VEE that has been popular to illustrate decomposition of 
stakeholder requirements on the left side to manufacturing and production, and then integration of 
components on the right side, culminating in verification and validation of systems. Figure 4 shows all the 
processes identified in TOR-2011(8591)-18 [24] on which this document is based. 

The MAG, Figure 4, extends the systems engineering Vee. On the left, it discusses program assurance 
that sets up the mission assurance program. Program assurance would include the planning activities 
necessary to apply MBSE/MBE to the work to be performed. The MAG diagram on the right then shows 
that the results are mission success stemming from mission assurance activities that stem from proper 
systems engineering with an emphasis on the tasks necessary for the mission to be successful. Figure 4 
also shows how the engineering work extends past verification and validation through operations and 
sustainment, and finally how that flows back into defining new missions and the need for updated 
program assurance. 

http://www.acq.osd.mil/se/briefs/2015_10_28_NDIA18-FrameDSM-Zimmerman.pdf
http://www.acq.osd.mil/se/briefs/2015_10_28_NDIA18-FrameDSM-Zimmerman.pdf
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Figure 4. Mission assurance through systems engineering. 

The Aerospace Corporation produced ATR-2016-02402 Rev A [28], that provides information on 
benefits and challenges for using MBSE in acquisition. Figure 5 shows the systems engineering Vee as it 
would look with major steps/gates (grey boxes) and associated engineering work (red boxes) contributing 
to integrated digital systems models that provide a single source of truth to produce trusted views, reports, 
and documents such as requirement specifications, traceability analysis reports, impact analysis reports, 
interface control documents, training documents and provide output to other tools such as cost and 
schedule estimation tools or risk management data tools.  
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Figure 5. Concepts related to MBE. 

Definition of Requirements Analysis and Validation 

The most widely accepted definition of requirements, analysis, and validation appears in ISO EIA 15288 
(International Standards Organization Electronic Industry Association) “Systems and software 
engineering — System lifecycle processes” and the IEEE 15288.1 [20] “Application of Systems 
Engineering on Defense Programs.” These documents provide the requirements for conducting SE and 
are contractually binding on many space enterprise contracts since they’ve been adopted by the DOD, 
National Aeronautics and Space Administration (NASA), Missile Defense Agency (MDA), and the 
intelligence community as essential for MA. These agencies collaborated on a MA framework that has 
identified a profile of recommended specifications and standards for program application.  

Figure 6 from IEEE 15288.1 [20] identifies systems requirements, systems analysis, and validation as 
technical processes within systems engineering. The IEEE 15288.1 [20] document identifies tasks to be 
accomplished for each process. Those tasks can be manual, assisted by automation, or automated with 
engineering oversight. The requirements analysis and validation tasks were examined for MA impact if 
conducted by MBSE 
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Figure 6. SE planning, assessment, and control interfaces with the SE technical activities. 

Requirements Analysis and Validation Processes – Key MA Components 

A previous MAIW group produced TOR-2011(8591)-21 [27], which defined key processes to MA and 
their tailoring for mission risk. The requirements, analysis, and validation process was identified as key 
MA process. That TOR provided a series of matrices that defined tasks tailored by risk levels shown in 
Figure 7 as an example below. Class A missions are those that have the least amount of acceptable risk 
while the Class D mission allows the greatest amount of acceptable mission risk. The risk class 
definitions are provided in TOR-2011(8591)-21 [27]. 

The TOR groups the “Requirement” column in Figure 7: 

1. Requirements development process 
2. Evaluation of requirements quality 
3. Requirement traceability 
4. Mission analysis validation 
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Figure 7. A1-3 Matrix-requirements analysis and validation. 

Reading through the TOR-2011(8591)-21 [27] document: 

1. The requirements development process is discussing requirements definition and documentation 
2. Evaluation of requirements quality is discussing requirements analysis 
3. Requirement traceability is discussing up and down tracing of 
4. Mission analysis validation is discussing validation of user requirements 

 
Each of the four components will be further examined by comparing them to the relevant tasks defined in 
IEEE 15288.1 [20] and will then be examined to see to what extent they can be MBE enabled. The 
mission risk levels will be addressed as the four components are examined with an overarching idea that 
MBE improves MA for Class A and B programs and may enable improved MA for lower risk Class C 
and D programs, if MBE is implemented. 

A.2. Expected Benefits and Outcomes 

Requirements Traceability  

The IEEE 15288.1 [20] tasks under Paragraph 6.4.2.4 System Requirements Definition process outputs 
has several tasks that require bi-directional traceability from operator/user desired capabilities to system 
requirements and constraints through systems design, down to the lowest design levels. The untraced 
requirements are detected earlier lowering the cost and design risk. While IEEE 15288.1 prescribed 
specific traces be performed to ensure appropriate design and implementation, MBE enabled SE allows 
more traceability to ensure that the design closes with requirements and operations. 

TOR-2011(8591)-21 [27], in matrix A1-3 illustrated above requires traceability as well for MA for Class 
A and B risk postures. MBE tools and methods may enable routine requirements traceability for Class C 
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and D missions. This may be a great benefit to system product lines with increased standardization; for 
example, CubeSats. 

ATR-2016-02402 Rev A [28] provides guidance information and mentions the benefits of requirements 
traceability using MBE tools and methods. Quick response to adapt to changing missions and threats 
demand an agile response to needs and impact requirements definition and change. Changes in 
requirements can be traced to the system elements impacted, the mission objectives affected, and the 
resources used to provide them. MBE tools may then improve cost and affordability attributes and 
lifecycle trade space. MBE can assist in developing the system concept of operations (CONOPS) by 
generating operational views and use case reports to ensure they are traced to system and interface 
requirements. Tracing requirements to use-cases and operational scenarios which provide a context for the 
requirement, enables better understanding of the requirement. Tracing requirements to system elements 
and suppliers allows impact analysis in replacing a component of a system (e.g., what if a spacecraft 
reaches end-of-life, a supplier goes out of business). It can also ensure that use case components trace to 
items within the system configuration. MBE enables traceability among requirements, reference models, 
and design risks, assisting in risk management. Leveraging model features such as systems modeling 
language (SysML) parametric and constraint checking, and satisfy relationship, and the constraints on 
allocation of performance parameters may be enforced to meet the system requirements. MBE enables 
references to an external document that may provide additional information, e.g., an algorithm document 
that provides theoretical analysis basis for allocation of performance parameters may refer to an external 
document using a link in the model. 

Requirement Document Generation 

IEEE 15288.1 [20] tasks. This standard lists many items that are required to be created, defined, and 
documented under the requirements review exit criteria. For organizations implementing this standard, 
“create,” “define,” and “document” are key exit criteria tasks/products that could be greatly facilitated by 
MBE and would provide a more trusted set of views or documents since they would step from the MBE 
“single source of truth.”  In addition, specific queries, beyond those required, can be conducted to add to 
engineering confidence and enhance overall mission assurance work and results. 

TOR-2011(8591)-21 [27] does recommend differing levels of documentation for risk classes to ensure 
that MA tasks were conducted commensurate with accepted mission risk. This postulation is based on the 
existing, mostly manual and paper based approach to performing engineering and MA tasks. By having 
the model as the single source of truth and requirements documents generated from the model, everyone 
knows they have the current requirements documentation with no risk of inconsistency across 
development efforts.  While examining the matrix A1-3 required tasks, many of these could benefit from 
MBE automation and may allow more MBE enabled MA tasks for Class C and D satellites and especially 
for higher production rates such as CubeSats. 

ATR-2016-02402 Rev A [28], shows that models can be used to generate specifications, interface 
documents, and configurations directly from the model. An integrated set of model data provides a 
unified view of the system and components and maintains that consistency as the data evolves. 
Documents generated from modeling tools result in systems definitions that are capabilities/constraint/ 
performance/algorithm based and permit the refinement of requirement statements to more clearly clarify 
the intent, particularly for functional requirements. Requirements documents generated from MBE tools 
provide documents that use “shall” specification language. Since the resultant document is based on the 
MBE data sets it’s intended to: 
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1. Reduces risk of misinterpretation of textual requirements. 

2. Reduces risk of ambiguous or inconsistent specification of requirements or design between 
documents or even within a single document. 

3. Enables frequent and early detection of requirement defects, circular dependencies, or capability 
shortfalls. 

4. Enables “what-if” exercises and facilitates more effective impact analyses of potential 
requirement changes. 

5. Define the “digital twin” of the system and maintain its currency and accuracy across all forms of 
representation and report. 

MBE may be used to generate DODAF (Department of Defense Architecture Framework) views or other 
views to ensure that designs are traced to requirements. Changes are propagated through the models 
ensuring consistency and enabling impact analysis. Modeling tools can generate spreadsheets, populate 
dashboards, and populate web pages that are consistent with the modeling data which provides a single 
source of engineering truth. Stakeholder-level deliverables and viewpoints may be made available, and 
will be consistent-with, all other documents generated from the MBE environment providing a “single 
source of truth.” 

Requirement Analysis 

IEEE 15288.1 tasks [20]. Paragraph 6.4.3.4 System Requirements Definition process outputs. This 
paragraph lists outputs that are necessary to complete system requirements definition and include such 
items that would be facilitated or more efficiently performed with MBE: 

1. Ensuring the requirements included all requirements that also includes all functional, non-
functional, interface and performance requirements and constraints imposed by each specialty 
function. 

2. Ensure that lower-level requirements satisfy higher-level capabilities, requirements and 
constraints. 

3. Ensure system interoperability needs. 

4. Document decision trade studies. 

In TOR-2011(8591)-21 [27], the properties of a requirement change from the paper-based “Shall” with 
criteria such as unambiguous and specific to a model-based definition that is capabilities, constraint, 
performance, and algorithm based ensures that the MBE requirements are appropriate. The collection of 
MBE requirements and design can be more easily reviewed for mission effectiveness via the use cases 
and requirement validation. As the requirements and configuration change then the model provides the 
information necessary to maintain the mission and system performance baselines. MBE based system 
definitions could benefit cost and schedule evaluation in that it provides a consistent and coherent 
definition making it easier to estimate/evaluate associated costs and schedules for a paper-based system 
definition. For higher rate production, such as CubeSats, MBE would likely provide a significant benefit 
by managing requirement sets. 
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ATR-2016-02402 Rev A [28], reveals that MBE improves effectiveness and efficiency across the  
system development by ensuring that the contributors have the same information at the same time and 
enables a distributed team to accomplish the work. It enables more efficient management of trade 
exploration ensuring: 

1. More implementation trades can be conducted—producing a better product. MBE permits 
integrated design and implementation trades and impact analysis in a more complete and faster 
fashion than using paper-based analysis. 
 

2. More risk mitigation trades can be conducted—reducing cost and schedule risk. From an aspect 
of risk management, MBE permits integrated design and implementation trades and impact 
analysis in a more complete and faster fashion than using paper based analysis. 
 

3. Improved systems assurance and enhanced system design integrity.  
 

The effects of planned and unplanned changes are more easily and accurately determined and are  
readily observable. 

1. Changes in requirements can be traced to the system elements impacted, the mission objectives 
affected, and the resources used to provide them. 
 

2. The cost and schedule impacts of changing test schedules or venues due to resource conflicts can 
be determined. 
 

3. Changes in budgets can be supported by trade studies showing the impacts of different 
approaches to reduce cost. 

 
Automated consistency checks on the data can be implemented to ensure the quality of the information. 
The MBE data sets capture the history of the program in addition to the current status. 

1. Enhances the ability to capture, analyze, share, and manage the information. 
 

2. The rationale for decisions can be captured so that they can be revisited, if conditions change. 
 

3. Requirements, trade studies, designs, and rationale are captured with their relationships for 
possible reuse. 
 

4. The data element pedigree is captured and accessible to all model users. 
 
Requirement Validation 

Requirements validation ensures the proper set of system requirements by comparing them against the 
mission and system concept of operations. It can be viewed as driving SE, by taking the end in mind, and 
thus driving both the MA approach and MBE tasks that would result in positive validation. 

This document, IEEE 15288.1 tasks [20], provides requirements for both validation and verification. 
Validation provides objective evidence that the capability provided by the system in the intended 
environment, complies with stakeholder performance requirements. Early validation activities provide 
confidence in the system’s ability to achieve its intended mission or use under specific operational 
conditions. Final validation involves operational testing on a production-representative system in an 
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operationally realistic environment. MBE would enable early validation activities improving the systems 
design and confidence that would meet operational needs.  

Regarding TOR-2011(8591)-21 [27], MBE enhances validation planning allowing it to occur earlier in 
MBE based engineering since the requirements and configuration are defined earlier with more cohesion. 
If the models contain and decompose/allocate the KPPs to the configuration, then the requirements 
validation becomes more straight-forward. Having the MBE use cases ensures that the proper test 
environments and scenarios are used for validation. 

In ATR-2016-02402 Rev A [28], this ATR shows the MBE provides the traceability among requirements, 
models, test cases test articles, test activities, analyses, and validation reports. This ensures consistency 
across the tasks and enhances the engineering specialists work by relieving them of administrative 
accounting of ensuring traceability so they can devote their energy to the effort of creating the appropriate 
design, analysis, integration and verification. 

Model-based system development is a systematic approach for documenting, analyzing, and validating 
the system and lower tier requirements against the architecture/design and concept of operations 
(CONOPS). In the past, the most common approach was based solely on performance modeling, which 
can be used to confirm the feasibility of meeting a performance requirement and to validate the allocation 
of lower-level derived requirements but did not have the capability to validate operational requirements 
and capability.  

Model-based validation can also be used to validate the established functional requirements and ensure 
consistency between the established CONOPS, requirements, and baseline architecture/design throughout 
the product development lifecycle. This validation method reduces the risk that operational issues will be 
detected during the system/product operational test and evaluation (OT&E) phase after system delivery. 

A highly effective approach to demonstrate consistency is to document the time-ordered sequence of 
functions performed by the system via behavior modeling (also known as activity diagrams, sequence 
diagrams, event diagrams, event scenarios, etc.), and associate requirements to functions that have been 
assigned to elements or components of the baseline design within the model. These diagrams, which are 
derived from the system CONOPS, show the time-ordered interaction between system elements 
(including the functions performed) and the information communicated; and include schematics, such as 
those defined in System Modeling Language (SysML), to control the activity flow. This provides 
traceability between the requirements, CONOPS, and the product design. Requirements that do not map 
to a function assigned to the design or functions that have no requirement mapped may indicate an 
inconsistency between the established requirements, the baseline design, and the system/product 
CONOPS. An additional benefit of this approach is that the developed models can serve as the basis for 
the scenario-based testing (e.g., mission critical events (MCE) execution, day in the life test) used to test 
the as-built system. When linked with the verification and validation test plans and procedures, they 
provide end-to-end validation throughout the product development lifecycle. 

A.3. Current versus Future Practices 

Table 3, below, contrasts current practices to potential future MBE based practices for requirements 
documentation, analysis, and validation. 
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Table 3. Current Practices versus MBE Practices 

Process Tasks Current Practices MBE Practices 

Develop the 
system 
specification 
after performing 
requirement 
analysis  

• Create the system specification as a paper 
document using paper architecture diagrams 

• The requirements are captured in a Word 
document or requirements management tool. 
May not show relationship among requirements 
and architecture 

• Manually ensure traceability and synchronize 
among the system CONOPS, architecture 
diagrams, system specification, external interface 
documents, and all plans 

• Requirement risk management is a manual 
process of counting and tracking requirements, 
their change, and their validation 

• Generate the preliminary system specification 
artifact (e.g., document) from the system model 
set and generate other documents, as needed  

• Functional requirements in textual form can be 
refined into functional models that more clearly 
convey the required behavior. 

• System models ensure traceability and 
synchronize among the system CONOPS, 
architecture diagrams, system specification, 
external interface documents, and all plans 

• Link requirements in the models to reference 
model (satisfies, refines relationships), to show 
relationship between requirements (derive 
relationship). Include technical requirements in 
the models as requirements elements 

• MBE tools and methods may enable routine 
requirements traceability for Class C and  
D missions 

• CONOPS and operational concepts are defined 
by model use cases 

• Requirement risk management may be supported 
by models in the counting and tracking of 
requirements, their change, and their validation 
can be generated to support decision making 

Manage system 
risk 

• Risk assessment workshop held and risks 
collected, analyzed, and finalized into a 
document or risk assessment tool  

• Include risks in the models and link to model 
elements associated with the risks 

• Model elements may be linked to external risk 
management tools 

• The model can be interrogated to identify risks 
associated with each model element, or the 
model elements associated with each risk, to help 
with risk mitigation planning and execution. 

Develop budget 
and cost 
estimate 
document  
 

• Use paper system architecture and paper 
preliminary system specification as input to 
costing models  

• Use the costing models to develop budget and 
cost estimate  

• Manually ensure that the costing models are up 
to date with changes to system architecture and 
preliminary system specification  

• Integrate the system model set with the costing 
models either through software interfaces or 
through file sharing  

• Automatically retrieve inputs from the system 
model set to the costing models  

• Updates to the system model set are 
automatically propagated to the costing models  

Develop the 
validation 
strategy 
 

• Use the paper system architecture and 
preliminary system specification as input to the 
validation strategy development  

• Manually create the validation strategy 

• Update the system model set to include views  
for validation 

• Add the validation requirements to the system 
model set 

• Automatically generate the validation strategy 
from the system model set 

• Use the models to provide early and  
frequent validation 

 
A.4. Transition and Implementation Recommendations 

This section first defines an MBE vision for how it may benefit systems engineering, requirements 
analysis and validation, and ultimately enhancing mission assurance. It then discusses what it takes to 
transition to MBE from current practices both in the near term and then the long term. While this 
information applies across systems engineering it sets the context for requirement analysis and validation. 
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MBE Vision 

1. MBE could enhance SE and MA efficiency and effectiveness by minimizing clerical tasks 
associated with integrating multiple document sets, providing a structured set of value-added 
engineering tasks that would potentially reduce risks earlier in the development, improve the 
confidence that the system is designed properly, minimize the need for “test” with increasing 
reliance on “analysis,” potentially reduce needs for retest, and have greater confidence that the 
system will operate to stakeholder operational needs. 

2. MBE would improve the engineering associated with requirements definition (model-based 
documentation), requirements traceability, requirements analysis, and requirements verification 
and system validation. 

3. DSMs that represent architectures, system, trade studies, risks, design, drawings, data, dataflow 
and other engineering data would be in a federated repository that is shared among stakeholders 
across the government and contractors. This provides a “single source of truth” that is kept 
current and aligned. 

4. The DSM would provide a “digital twin” of the actual system so that as system variants are 
produced the digital twins reflect their “as built,” “as delivered” design and configuration. 

5. The DSM made up of a defined document taxonomy, data taxonomy, and set of digital artifacts 
can be shared proactively for engineering developments, independent product and process team 
work, reviews, audits, assessments, as well as verification, validation, and acceptance. This level 
of connected data enables improved engineering and program management confidence to levy 
go/no-go decisions to proceed with work, to test/retest, and for acceptance. 

6. Traditional paper based and scheduled CDRL documents can be replaced by DSM views and 
reports enhancing engineering efficiency, effectiveness, and enabling improved risk assessment 
and handling, along with improved program decision-making. 

7. For higher rate production, and product line management, such as CubeSats, MBE would likely 
provide a significant benefit by managing requirement sets, requirements traceability, enhance 
requirements analysis and validation while ensuring that verified digital twins exist for each 
product line item. 

Transitioning to the Near-Term MBE Vision 

1. Implementing MBE now improves both SE and MA by creating a single source of truth and a 
digital twin. It provides a series of structured, repeatable approaches that provide SE and MA 
rigor. These steps may change/alter the definition and use of the program’s MA baseline set of 
tasks as well as the contractor’s internal process documents and their execution.  

2. Various languages and approaches can be used to define beneficial models but integrating various 
models that have been created using different approaches may be problematic. This may cause 
model integration and interchange issues. Many system modeling tools support interfaces to 
requirement management systems. As tools evolve there will be duplication of tool functions as 
requirements management tools grow to add modeling and modeling tools are enhanced to handle 
requirements management.  
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3. Integration of various models across stakeholders may not be possible but it is recommended to 
have a single source of truth at the system level to facilitate government – contractor coordination. 

4. The system-level single source of truth will be useful to generate documents that may still be 
required, enhance traceability from operational use cases, through requirements, design, 
verification and validation. This is projected to enhance SE and MA by reducing clerical tasks 
and enabling engineering staff to identify and solve engineering problems earlier than when using 
document sets. 

5. MBE may enhance analysis over document centered engineering by enabling improved designs 
earlier and enable earlier risk-based decision-making. This may also improve the ability to 
perform higher fidelity cost estimates sooner than traditional approaches. 

6. The MBE single source of truth models would also permit initial validation sooner in the lifecycle 
to improve design decision-making, and improve stakeholder satisfaction. 

7. MBE may permit more verification by analysis, reducing costly tests and perhaps reduce some 
needs for retest. 

Transitioning to the long-term MBE vision 

1. The concept of a DSM has been adopted by ODASD (SE) as its term for MBE that covers the 
emerging taxonomy, tool interface and interoperability, modeling languages and conventions. 
Additionally, workflow and engineering practices require updating to allow MBE data is 
acceptable as a replacement for documents. 

2. The MBE tools will need to find solutions to complex data security marking and intellectual 
property management problems; especially in a federated approach with more than one tool and 
type of user. 

3. The government SE, program management, and contracting approach require updates to accept 
digital information to replace documents that are used in progress decision-making across 
reviews, audits, milestones, and progress payment decisions. The acquirer needs to define 
guidelines on what elements should be included in the model for these reviews and audits. 

A.5. Risks and Challenges 

Requirements Traceability 

Model-based requirements traceability removes clerical errors by providing status accounting type  
of traceability reports but it does not remove the risks involved with engineering judgement needed to 
relate elements.  

Risk: Requirements traceability is an engineering activity and there is human engineering judgement 
involved with tracing system CONOPS, architecture diagrams, system specification, system configuration 
elements, external interface documents, and all plans. Inherently, traceability involves engineering 
judgement to determine if pieces are wholly satisfied, partially satisfied, and involve one-to-many or 
many-to-one elements. As engineering moves away from English-based requirements statements to 
requirements characterized by performance and constraints, the engineering judgement induced 
traceability risks will be reduced but not eliminated.  
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Requirement Document Generation 

Model based document generation is the concept that the model data as the single source of truth can 
generate complete documents for SE and program management (PM) reviews and audits. Eventually  
the documents themselves may not be necessary as SE and PM accomplishment criteria allows the use of 
digital data. 

Challenge: SEs are used to writing and interpreting textual requirements, and there may be some 
transition problems with the shift in paradigm to model-based requirements. The added expressiveness the 
model language can provide could lead to overly solution-centric expressions, and the challenge is to 
avoid this temptation. 

Challenge: Models to generate the functional requirements, interface, and verification sections of a 
traditional specification and may/may not provide the other parts of the specification document that sets 
the background, purpose, use, and notes. The challenge, while documents are still necessary, is to produce 
a coherent document with models only auto-generating portions. 

Challenge: The supporting engineering and program management processes will need to change to allow 
non-specification document-based evidence to be used to support the decisions. The challenge is to have 
the SE and PM process permit the use of modeling information instead of specifications for decision-
making. SE and PM data review and audit accomplishment acceptance criteria will need to be established 
so that model data can be used in go/no-go decisions for SE and PM reviews and audits. 

Requirements Analysis 

Requirements analysis ensures that the requirements are “good” requirements (unambiguous, unique, 
verifiable, etc.) that also include all functional, non-functional, interface and performance requirements 
and constraints imposed by each specialty function. 

Risk:  SEs are used to writing and interpreting textual requirements, and there may be some transition 
problems with the shift in paradigm to model-based requirements. The added expressiveness the model 
language can provide could lead to overly solution-centric expressions, and the challenge is to avoid  
this temptation. 

Challenge: Models help ensure requirements are “good” requirements through requirement numbering, 
boundary checking, and other means but models don’t capture non-functional requirements well (e.g., 
human-machine-interactions, security, safety, reliability, maintainability, scalability, and usability, 
robustness, fault tolerance). The challenge will be to characterize the non-functional requirements in a 
manner so that they are unambiguous and may be verified/validated. 
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Requirements Validation 

Requirements validation ensures the proper set of system requirements by comparing them against the 
mission and system concept of operations. It can be viewed as driving SE and thus both the MA and  
MBE tasks.  

Challenge: As models define missions and CONOPS into use cases, validation becomes easier since 
requirements analysis and requirements traceability have been performed and are part of the modeling 
data. If there are engineering judgement flaws creating the use cases, system requirements, or traceability, 
then those flaws are preserved in the modeling data and may be more difficult to detect. 
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Appendix B. MA Area: Design Assurance 

B.1. Literature Search and Review 

Definition of Design Assurance 

From the MA Guide, design assurance (DA) is “. . . a formal, systematic process that augments the design 
effort and increases the probability of product conformance to requirements and mission success. It 
independently assesses the development of specifications, drawings, models, and analyses which are 
necessary to physically and functionally describe the intended product as well as all documentation 
required to procure, manufacture, test, deliver, operate and sustain the product.” (Bjorndahl, Simpson, 
Vandergriff, & Wishner, 2007) 

Further, the objectives of design assurance are detailed below: 

1. Verify design-to-requirements compliance 
2. Ensure design accuracy and completeness 
3. Validate documentation, configuration management, and change control processes 
4. Ensure producibility 
5. Ensure designs are testable and tests are valid demonstrations of design intent 
6. Ensure designs are supportable 
7. Ensure lessons learned are captured and communicated (Bjorndahl, Simpson, Vandergriff, & 

Wishner, 2007) 
 

Design Assurance Processes 

Per the design assurance guide, there are 15 process areas to be considered when applying design 
assurance practices. These process areas are outlined below: 

1. Examining the technology readiness level of the program design elements. 
2. Reviewing program planning for eliminating and mitigation or technology readiness-level risks. 
3. Examining resource allocation including current and proposed staffing profiles, process, design, 

supplier, operational employment dependencies, etc. 
4. Reviewing program planning with respect to coverage of key design assurance enterprise 

attributes relevant to the program phase and design attribute under evaluation. 
5. Examining key technical performance metrics against margin requirements. 
6. Reviewing analysis products and the program incorporation of those products for managing  

DA risks. 
7. Monitoring test results throughout the design lifecycle especially test failures (e.g., engineering 

models, failure review boards, etc.). 
8. Reviewing any other potential design shortfalls against initial requirements allocation as the 

design matures. 
9. Analyzing negative trends, reduced margins, schedule slips, funding shortfalls, engineering 

changes, audit findings, customer feedback, etc. 
10. Analyzing signification issues that are active or open. 
11. Reviewing lessons learned database. 
12. Review best practices. 
13. Reviewing results of design assurance enterprise attributes assessment. 
14. Evaluating risks from quality, functional, programmatic, cost/schedule aspect. 
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15. Interviewing key business and functional leaders and asking what concerns them about the 
program (e.g., if not enough resources, what on the work breakdown structure is not  
getting done). 
 

To summarize, design assurance is concerned with ensuring a technical solution through an evaluation of 
that technical solution in the following high-level areas:  quality of the technical solution against 
requirements and constraints, quality of process implementations used to arrive at the design solution 
(process adherence), and understanding and management of risks associated with the technical solution 
and its implementation.  

Implementation of Design Assurance in a MBE Environment. 

With this understanding, it is apparent that design assurance is directly related to both the development 
process and product of technical solutions. Design assurance’s purpose is to minimize the risk associated 
with those technical solutions through reviewing and analyzing processes followed to accomplish design. 
Engineering practices have been in a transition over the last decade from document-centric to model-
centric to model-based practices. At the heart of these practices, models are the record of authority for  
the design. 

Current/Future Graphic: 

 
Figure 8. Design assurance current versus future. 

Figure 8 (above) describes the difference between design assurance in the current state and a future state. 
In the current state, engineers produce both documents and models to capture system design. These 
engineers must follow processes and standards, and incorporate best practices to generate those designs. 
Other engineers analyze the designs and generate results that may be fed back in to the design process. 
Technical experts review system design models and documents to ensure that the right processes have 
been adhered to, standards have been applied, and best practices have been incorporated as appropriate. In 
a future state, tools will present best practices and lessons learned to designers. Tools will also be able to 
enforce standards and processes. Model checking features will help engineers quickly evaluate their 
designs using reasoners and solvers. Analysts and designers will work closely together with the same or 
integrated tool sets and stakeholder groups, like program management which will also be able to interact 
with design data with more usable interfaces and viewers, providing better data accessibility. 
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Summary Discussion of Key Differences 

Today, interactions of organizational elements responsible for design assurance activities and 
program/project organizations happens mainly through interviews with, and reviews of technical and 
process documentation. In the current document-centric state, this interaction occurs through human-
intensive efforts to read and understand how the solution and processes have been implemented to 
provide that evaluation. In a model-based future state, this interaction will change in a number of ways. 
First, interaction with design and process documentation can occur through the evaluation of model data, 
toolsets and environments used to capture this program effort. Not only will design assurance actors need 
to be familiar with design data captured in models, tools and tool environments, but they will also need to 
be familiar with how those tools and environments are able to enforce process performance. Additionally, 
design assurance actors will need to evaluate the application of tools for the design purpose, understand 
embedded assumptions and best practices, and how those practices may be enforced by using those tools. 
Also, design assurance actors will need to have new mechanisms for understanding and managing risks 
associated with the use of those tools and environments, similar to the way they are evaluated today, only 
using document-based practices. In the graphic above (Figure 8), you can see that these interactions will 
place a heavier dependence on the review of model data. This may require additional, or perhaps more 
tool-specific expertise, to effectively evaluate those implementations. Further in this section, we will 
explore each of the Design Assurance process areas to understand those differences at a more “localized” 
level, and provide guidance on what those key differences are. 

B.2. Expected Benefits and Outcomes 

The following are the expected benefits of migration to a future state for configuration management (CM) 
in an integrated MBE environment. They have been aggregated in to four key benefit areas. 

Data-Integrated Design and Analysis 

Automated configuration and pedigree capture – design processes employing model-based techniques 
will provide easier mechanisms to understand how modeled data of the solution works with analysis 
groups to better capture configurations and pedigrees of data used in those analyses. For example, design 
to analysis toolchains, because they will be more integrated in a model-based future, can capture (at the 
time of running a specific analysis) the pedigree and assumptions for data used. This can eliminate the 
need to additionally capture that configuration data, and allow for easier implementation of additional 
analysis runs, given design iterations.  

Design, CM/DM and Workflow Tools Implement Process 

1. Process enforcement – The implementation of process-integrated tools (that is tools that enforce a 
particular process’ steps, assumptions and conventions), can provide better process adherence. 
Rather than leaving process adherence up to engineers to understand and tailor, tools can enforce 
a purer process implementation and better capture process tailoring for purposes of a particular 
solution. This has an added benefit of making this process adherence information more specific 
for design assurance review. 

2. Best practice/lessons learned integration – Model-based toolsets can also provide for direct 
attribution of lessons learned and best practices with respect to a particular design step or 
concern. This allows engineers to easily understand those practices at the point of design 
decisions, rather than leaving that as a separate activity before engaging in design, or after 
reviewing designs.  
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3. Automated checking/solving – Model-based tools may also provide a platform for automated 
checking with respect to the quality of designs as they are being captured. An example of this is 
static code analysis as a part of software design development. Many tools for software 
engineering today provide capabilities for automatically checking for common errors and 
concerns, such as unused declared variables or mis-defined method definitions. These techniques 
can be applied to other engineering domains providing the same effects on improving quality 
quickly during the design phase. 

4. Automated audit and dash boarding – Today, domains that rely on document-centric approaches 
require manual approaches to gathering data in metrics with respect to in-process work and 
design. Using model-based approaches, these metrics can be automatically aggregating, using 
many of the same tools employed for design to provide the data needed to understand progress 
and programmatic/schedule risk associated with the progress toward that work.  

Architecture-Integrated Risk and Budget Management 

1. Easier identification of allocation and impact – The use of model-based approaches for all 
elements of design, including SE, can provide an easier, less-manual platform for  
understanding the allocation of performance budgets to elements related to design. They can  
also provide an easier mechanism to understand the potential impact of design changes with 
respect to performance, and their impact on meeting design requirements related to those 
performance budgets.  

2. Data-driven update and reporting as design matures – While employing model-based tools to 
capture design, especially when design is integrated with SE modeling tools, the ability to update 
performance against budgets can be automated. As design matures, these technical budget 
performance metrics can be automatically updated as new designs are released and performance 
is refined. This eliminates much of the manual process of aggregating performance data and 
places a smaller burden on engineers to update performance data for management and reporting. 

Technical Rationale/Intent Capture for Reviews 

1. Attribution of design features and decisions to applicable standards – A key component for design 
assurance actors’ evaluation of the quality of a given technical solution is related to the ability to 
understand how a given design adheres to technical standards. Model-based approaches make it 
easy to capture relationships and associations between design features and relevant information 
(e.g., standards necessitating the feature, or constraining factors for the feature). Review of these 
relationships are more easily accomplished by querying and reporting on model data. 

2. Association of design features to internal best practice – In the same way as above, references to 
internal best practices associated with design features can be easily reported with model data. 

3. Identification of program-tailoring associated with design – In some cases, programs may decide 
to accept risks related to tailoring the application of a technical standard for design requirements. 
Design assurance actors need to understand the rationale behind these decisions and evaluate if 
the associated risks have been properly captured and managed. Employing model-based 
approaches, a design assurance actor can be easily led from a decision like this to the rationale 
and appropriate documentation or notation related to the acceptance of that risk.  
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B.3. Current versus Future Processes 

Table 4, MBE and DA Process: Current and Future States 

DA Process Current Future 

Examining the technology readiness 
level of the program design elements. 

Separate management of TRL. 
Manual association/allocation of 
TRL with architecture. 

Technology maturity digitally 
capture and associated with 
architecture allowing easier 
reporting and management. 

Reviewing program planning for 
eliminating and mitigation or 
technology readiness level risks. 

Manual association/allocation of 
TRL with architecture. 

Technology and design maturity 
managed together with SE and 
program planning tools. 

Examining resources allocation 
including current and proposed 
staffing profiles, process, design, 
supplier, operational employment 
dependencies, etc.  

Manual allocation/analysis of 
performance against margin 
requirements. 

Automated collection of budget 
performance data. Process-
integrated tools allow for better 
estimating and management. 

Reviewing program planning with 
respect to coverage of key DA 
enterprise attributes relevant to the 
program phase and design attribute 
under evaluation.  

Additional program activity required 
to understand and implement  
DA elements. 

DA elements flow directly to 
program tools and processes 
reducing the need to plan 
additional program DA effort. 

Examining key technical performance 
metrics against margin requirements.  

Separation of architecture and 
system design with performance 
and system-level analysis 
parameters. 

Automated collection of budget 
actual data enabling timelier, 
accurate budget performance data 
capture. 

Reviewing analysis products and the 
program incorporation of those 
products for managing DA risks.  

Manual review of analysis and 
associated assumptions with 
performance metrics. Slow design-
to-analysis cycles. 

More automated integration 
between design and analysis tools. 
Analysis and optimization driven 
design processes. 

Monitoring test results throughout the 
design lifecycle especially test failures 
(e.g., engineering). 

Separate management of 
test/failures and association with 
architecture. 

Earlier and more frequent virtual 
verification of designs. 

Reviewing any other potential design 
shortfalls against initial requirements 
allocations as the design matures.  

Manual association of requirements 
with design performance. 

Design tools integrated with 
requirements via architecture. 
Virtual presentation of 
requirements compliance. 

Analyzing negative trends, reduced 
margins, schedule slips, funding 
shortfalls, engineering changes, audit 
findings, customer feedback, etc.  

Manual trend analysis of budget  
and margin erosion throughout 
design process. 

Designing tool integrated with 
workflow and data management 
tools allowing automated process 
metric collection and dashboard 
views. 

Analyzing signification issues that are 
active or open.  

Separate management of TBDs  
and active/open trades and issues 
manual impact analysis of  
open issues.  

Active/open issues tracking 
integrated with design tools 
allowing automated impact 
analysis. 
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B.4. Transition and Implementation Recommendations 

1. Adopt model-based design tools with standard, open APIs to allow for easier data exchange  
and reporting. 

2. Invest in visualization and reporting technology development to maximize the value of data  
rich models. 

3. Invest in training for design assurance actors to understand model-based design tools and 
environments to minimize the time required to understand design process execution, and datasets. 

4. Invest in development of model-based design tools that enforce rules for process execution, and 
capture process tailoring and rationale. 

5. Application of standard/common data definitions across all programs. 

B.5. Risks and Challenges 

Ability to find relevant technical data – Design assurance activities require review of technical 
information relevant to the given design. Traditional approaches currently have standard ways for 
capturing and relating this information. For example, mechanical engineers use notes and callouts on 2D 
drawings. When using modern mechanical modeling techniques, the information in those notes or related 
by those callouts are captured as model data and metadata. This information may be more difficult to find 
for a reviewer and could potentially introduce risk into the design. Engineers need standard techniques 
and approaches to provide relevant data, and design assurance personnel will need to understand how to 
find this data in the models they review. 

Design assurance activity in a transition state – It is certain that transitioning to the described future state 
of MBE will take time. While transitioning, engineering data necessary to perform design assurance may 
be captured in different forms and in different locations. At one point, process data required for assuring 
process adherence may still exist in a document-based form, while information proving adherence to 
technical requirements in industry standards may be mapped and related in the model. Design assurance 
performers may be challenged to find the information they need to perform their jobs. 

Integration of engineering modeling tools and environments – Some of the benefits of moving to a MBE 
approach require that engineering tools and the environments in which they perform become more 
integrated. The interfaces between tools, interoperability data transfers between tools, and the engineering 
environments themselves will need to be validated to ensure that these systems provide expected results 
in an expected fashion. Especially in early stages and during transition, tools and environments will not be 
seamlessly integrated and moving data will require transformation. This will require design assurance 
performers check the data handoffs to ensure the integrity of the design process and their products. 
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Appendix C. MA Area: Reliability Engineering  

C.1. Literature Search and Review 

The use of MBSE for reliability engineering and analysis has been demonstrated in many recent research 
publications. Examples include use of the object management group (OMG) SysML parametric diagrams 
for system reliability and availability calculations [24, 18], failure detection, isolation, and recovery 
design [45, 23], resiliency modeling [19], model checking [6, 1], and Network Modeling, [29]. A survey 
of dependability modeling and analysis of software systems specified with unified modeling language 
(UML) describes several different approaches to integrated reliability and dependability modeling with 
the OMG UML Model Driven Design processes [2]. The society of automotive engineering architecture 
analysis and design language (AADL) has been used for requirements management and mapping into 
designs [4] describing modular recoverable systems, and modeling of safety critical systems [15, 12].  

Motivation and Benefits: 

Management of system reliability has been mandated by Congress in the 2009 Weapons Systems 
Acquisition and Reform Act. However, successfully implementing the congressional mandate has been 
difficult because of the sporadic involvement of reliability engineers until late in the design process at 
which point many programmatic decisions are irreversible. As a result, operational availability and 
reliability requirements are not met. MBSE and associated tools enable reliability engineering 
involvement throughout the design process from early concept exploration to operations and maintenance. 

As will be described below, MBSE allows the reliability engineering function to be performed throughout 
the design process from concept exploration through operation and maintenance. When the concept of 
operations is being defined, the operationally necessary success probabilities can be declared for each of 
the use cases, which in turn, can be transformed into reliability parameters that can be analyzed and 
measured to assess conformance. This allows for a much more precise definition of requirements that will 
result in a more suitable system design and verification methods (analysis and test) that are more relevant 
to the system end use. As the design is defined in greater detail, failure behavior can be modeled to ensure 
that the necessary diagnostics, detection, and recovery mechanisms are in place. With such modeling, 
analysis can be simplified and because the resultant system will be more reliable, maintainable, and 
available, lifecycle costs will be reduced. As the system changes are made, due to either new or different 
requirements or implementation decisions, impact analysis can be immediate thereby enabling better 
decision-making. Finally, a system model that incorporates analysis, detection, recovery, and 
maintainability provisions can be adapted and reused thereby enabling a process of continuing 
improvement in system acquisition. 

C.2. Expected Benefits and Outcomes 

MBSE enables better reliability engineering through: 

1. Better requirements statements: Multiple, operationally meaningful reliability requirements 
stated in terms of the probability of mission success for key use cases rather than arbitrary  
units such as MTBF or a monolithic operational availability that are directly traceable to the 
operational concept. 

2. Improved conceptual design: System-level reliability and availability requirements with 
traceability to the higher level operational concept success probability requirements to enable 
impact assessments, tradeoffs, and analyses of alternatives during the conceptual design phase. 
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3. Improved traceability: Detailed reliability and availability requirement that are derived  
as the functional and physical architectures are established and lower level design elements  
are established. 

4. Automated analysis: Automated qualitative reliability analyses such as failure modes and effects 
analyses and quantitative reliability analyses using reliability logic diagrams (also known as block 
diagrams) can be generated immediately whenever design changes are made (or contemplated). 

5. More complete impact analysis: Traceability from reliability requirements to verification artifacts 
and implementation model elements to enable immediate impact analyses as design changes  
are contemplated. 

6. Propagation of changes: Immediate updates when changes are made to the requirements, 
verification artifacts, or the design requirements to enable reliability engineers to easily repeat 
analyses and make other changes. 

7. Better documentation for maintenance: Maintenance documentation that can be automatically 
generated from the design based on attributes stored in model elements such as symptoms, 
diagnostics, and maintenance procedures. 

The net results will be to reduce development costs; reduce the likelihood of unanticipated development 
problems due to inadequate impact analysis; increase reliability, maintainability, and availability; and 
reduce lifecycle costs. 

C.3. Current State vs Future State 

The table below reflects the current state of reliability engineering and how it would change with the 
implementation of MBSE.  

Table 5. Current State Process vs MBSE Process in Reliability Engineering 

Process Current State Future State 
Definition of system-level 
requirements 

Defined as part of the concept  
of operations – typically a  
single quantity 

Defined through use cases with 
multiple probabilities of success 
defined on the basis of key use cases  

Allocation of reliability requirements 
to lower-level elements 

Performed from high level design 
documents using tools such as 
spreadsheets; input data for 
artifacts must be manually 
collected – not always updated 
with design 

Use cases with success probability 
parameters are linked to 
requirements which are linked to 
requirements which are then linked  
to blocks representing subsystems 
that implement the requirements  
and artifacts that will later be used  
for verification 

Design for reliability:  failure modes 
and effects analysis (FMEA), fault 
tree analysis (FTA) 

Labor intensive analyses that are 
generally done once based on a 
design representation at a fixed 
point in the design process. As the 
design changes, the design 
representation used for the 
analysis does not change 

Automatically generated FMEAs  
and FTAs created any time as the 
design changes with the ability to 
immediately assess the impact  
on requirements 
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Process Current State Future State 
Design for reliability:  software 
implemented failure detection, 
isolation and recovery (FDIR) 
provisions 

Software design for FDIR occurs 
in several layers of the 
architecture and in different 
modules. Often difficult to track 
because responsibility is dispersed 
among several different software 
design groups or teams 

FDIR design defined in cross-cutting 
software models traceable to the 
system design. As changes are made 
to interfaces or configuration 
parameters, these are immediately 
propagated to other parts of the 
design. Assessment of the design 
can be facilitated through animation. 
Implementation of the software 
design can occur through automatic 
code generation 

Quantitative reliability prediction Labor intensive analyses that are 
generally done once based on a 
design representation at a fixed 
point in the design process. As the 
design changes, the design 
representation used for the 
analysis does not change 

Automatically generated quantitative 
analyses based on parametric 
diagrams (in SysML), error annex 
models (in AADL) or other formalisms 
using data drawn from design 
models. As the design changes, 
analyses can be regenerated 

Failure reporting and corrective 
action systems (FRACAS) 

Failure experienced during test 
and development are reported and 
analyzed by a “failure review 
board”. Assessment of the 
implications and impact on 
requirements, design, and use 
cases depend on expertise on the 
board. FRACAS “lessons learned” 
that result in design changes 
require a laborious change 
process that may stymie 
necessary improvements 

Failure experience traced to 
components or activities which  
are in turn linked to the design. 
Queries on any element enable 
relevant FRACAS reports to be linked 
to the FMEA and FTA as well as to 
impact requirements and design. 
Necessary information immediately 
extracted in a report for more 
expeditious adjudication by the 
program change process 

Reliability test and verification Reliability related requirements 
verification by test or analysis 
tracked manually or in 
requirements management tool 

Requirements verification through 
test and analysis input through model 
elements associated with test 
(primarily behavior diagrams such as 
sequence, activity, or use case 
diagrams in SysML; alternative 
representation in other languages). 
Requirements verification status 
available immediately through 
predesign views. 

Maintenance manuals and 
diagnostic documentation 

Diagnostics, preventative 
maintenance, and other aspects of 
the design extracted manually be 
technical writers with varying 
degrees of completeness based 
on the skill of those writers and of 
the design team to convey the 
appropriate information 

Maintenance documentation created 
largely automatically using views and 
reporting capabilities of modeling 
tools based on information input by 
the designers into the model 

 
C.4. Transition and Implementation Recommendations 

Reliability engineering need not drive the transition from conventional to model based system 
engineering but can benefit from any changes that are implemented. The following table shows the 
incremental changes that would potentially be made in the system engineering process and how they 
could be utilized by reliability engineering.  
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Table 6. Introduction of MBSE and Utilization by Reliability Engineering 

Design Phase MBSE Change How Used by Reliability Engineering 
Concept 
Development 

Use of Use Cases to Describe 
Operational Concepts 

Definition of operationally necessary success 
probability by using case rather than as a single 
overarching MTBF or availability quantity 
Use case extensions for exception handling and 
contingency operations to assist in the definition 
of subsequent requirements 

Milestone A Requirements models instead of 
requirements documents 

Enables requirements allocation and definition of 
verification tests, detailed reliability and 
availability numerical requirements by state and 
operational perspective using “satisfied by” and 
“verified by” relations 

Top level architecture implemented as 
a model 

Enables definition of degraded states, 
redundancy requirements, maintenance concepts, 
analysis of alternatives 

Detailed architecture implemented as 
a model 

Automated failure modes and effects analyses, 
reliability models, change management, tradeoffs, 
lower-level requirements definition 

Milestone B Definition of physical architecture as a 
model 

Automated failure modes and effects analyses, 
reliability models, change management, tradeoffs 

Hardware design and software design 
and coding using models  

Model based analysis of software failure detection 
and recovery, automated failure modes and 
effects analysis  

Testing and verification using 
requirements models 

Use of requirements and design verification 
methods identified in the requirements models 
(“satisfied by” and “verified by”) for creation of off-
nominal test cases for integration testing 

Problem recording and tracking 
associated with model elements. 
(Also, operation and sustainment)  

Link to FRACAS for model-based impact analysis 
as new failure modes or unanticipated effects  
are identified 

Transition preparation Use of models for preparation of diagnostics and 
maintenance documentation, logistics support 
requirements, operator documentation for off-
normal condition 

Operation and 
sustainment 

Maintenance and updates of model 
based documentation 

Association of actual reliability and availability 
performance with model elements to enable  
data collection  

 
C.5. Risks and Challenges 

The following is a partial list of risks and challenges for the integration of reliability engineering  
and MBSE: 

1. Workforce skills:  To obtain the benefits of MBSE, reliability engineers must be sufficiently 
skilled in both MBSE and in reliability engineering. An inadequately skilled workforce in MBSE 
will not be able to interact with the rest of the system engineering program and as a result, critical 
information will be lost with a resultant failure of the reliability engineering effort. 
 

2. MBSE methodology:  The MBSE methodology must be sufficiently well defined that the 
reliability engineering workforce can locate data, libraries, and other modeling artifacts necessary 
to perform analysis and design activities. General processes such as naming conventions, model 
organization, and configuration management must also account for reliability engineering. 
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3. Accurate and timely data:   Data on failures, unanticipated failure modes, recovery probabilities, 

and other items relevant to reliability engineering must be updated as properties in the appropriate 
modeling elements to enable reliability models to be updated and to ensure the accuracy of status 
reporting and verification processes. 
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Appendix D. MA Area: System Safety 

D.1. Literature Search and Review 

The safety process is well documented in MIL-STD 882E, the Department of Defense Standard Practice 
on System Safety. The following standard definitions were taken from MIL-STD 882E and are used to set 
the standard terminology for the rest of this section: 

1. Hazard: A real or potential condition that could lead to an unplanned event or series of events 
(i.e., mishap) resulting in death, injury, occupational illness, damage to or loss of equipment or 
property, or damage to the environment. 

2. Mishap: An event or series of events resulting in unintentional death, injury, occupational illness, 
damage to or loss of equipment or property, or damage to the environment. 

3. Mitigation measure: Action required to eliminate the hazard or when a hazard cannot be 
eliminated, reduce the associated risk by lessening the severity of the resulting mishap or 
lowering the likelihood that a mishap will occur. 

4. Risk: A combination of the severity of the mishap and the probability that the mishap will occur. 

5. System safety: The application of engineering and management principles, criteria, and 
techniques to achieve acceptable risk within the constraints of operational effectiveness and 
suitability, time, and cost throughout all phases of the system lifecycle. 

6. System safety engineering: An engineering discipline that employs specialized knowledge and 
skills in applying scientific and engineering principles, criteria, and techniques to identify  
hazards and then to eliminate the hazards or reduce the associated risks when the hazards cannot 
be eliminated.  

7. System safety management: All plans and actions taken to identify hazards; assess and  
mitigate associated risks; and track, control, accept, and document risks encountered in the 
design, development, test, acquisition, use, and disposal of systems, subsystems, equipment,  
and infrastructure. 

In addition, NASA STD 8719.13, Software Safety Standard, provides the following definitions related 
software functions. 

8. Safety critical: An event, system, subsystem or process, which if lost or degraded, could result in 
a critical or catastrophic hazard. Critical hazard – A condition that may cause severe lost time 
injury or incapacitation, or major damage to flight assets, or loss of program critical assets, or loss 
of primary mission objectives. Catastrophic hazard – A condition that may cause loss of life or 
permanently disabling injury. Also, includes a condition that may cause loss of vehicle prior to 
completing its primary mission.  

 
Motivation and Benefits 

As MBSE is used to perform more aspects of the SE process during the design and sustainment of space 
systems, the safety engineers should adjust their analysis methods and tools to take advantage of the 
information provided within these models. MBSE allows the design to be shared between the many 
engineering disciplines and maintains the communication to keep all areas up to date on changes. This 
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allows for the analysis of changes during the iterations of the design; however, system safety analysis 
usually occurs late in the design process. MBSE and associated tools can allow the safety engineer to be 
involved in the design process early by incorporating safety requirements as they are found by the 
analysis. Also, the safety engineer can track hazards as the design changes and see how these changes 
affect system safety. The continuous monitoring of the system design for safety and risk could be a key 
benefit provided by MBSE. 

MBSE is used to reduce manual effort during the system design and sustainment process. The safety 
processes would benefit from MBSE to make the process easily repeatable especially if the safety 
engineer’s analysis was based on the same model generated by the system engineers. The safety engineer 
can repeat the safety analysis as changes are made and provide inputs to the design earlier. This would 
create more reliable and safer systems. An additional benefit that MBSE based analysis could provide is 
the ability to test all cases as well as looking at off-nominal states and behaviors. The analysis could also 
provide an analysis for graceful degradation, not just failure. 

D.2. Expected Benefits and Outcomes 

MBSE can be used in two course of actions (COAs) to support the system safety process. (1) Influence 
the design by creating constraints or requirements for the model based on the safety analysis. (2) Use the 
model to support traditional system safety analysis methods in evaluating the design. Both methods can 
be used along with the other SE processes by supporting a rapid, iterative design method that MBSE 
makes available to the systems engineer. This provides the benefit of quickly identifying the safety issues 
and exploring the trade-offs or validating alternatives. To make the analysis using MBSE useful to the 
safety engineer, the views or results created by the models should be like those already used to make 
safety and risk decisions. Creating these views requires the cooperation between the developers of the 
models and the safety engineers.  

The first COA can be used with the preliminary hazard analysis (PHA). Based on the results from the 
PHA, requirements to mitigate the hazards can be generated to implement into the model. The resulting 
design can then be reviewed to determine if the requirements were met. The PHA can be repeated with 
the current design to create additional mitigation methods resulting in new requirements. This can be 
repeated until the risk level (probability and severity) is acceptable. To accomplish this, safety 
requirements, properties or attributes would need to be added to the model.  

For the second COA, the model can be used to reduce the effort to perform the analysis required using 
tools such as the failure modes, effects, and criticality analysis (FMECA) and FTA. For the FMECA, an 
automated routine can induce a failure for each element in the model, one at a time, to determine the 
effect of the failure of the component, part or function. The automated routine would record the result and 
provide a table of the effects of each failure. Once created, an automated routine can be reused to evaluate 
designs after modification to provide an iterative design method for the system engineers. Some MBSE 
tools have routines to perform such analysis, for example. Magic Draw has a plug-in called ‘Cameo’ to 
generate FMECA output. 

Generating a fault tree based on using the automated routine would be another implementation of COA 2. 
The attributes of the components would include types of failure which can be used to then build the fault 
tree as shown in Figure 9. The fault tree shows paths of component failures that could lead to a system 
failure. If any of events in the path can be prevented, then the risk of these component failures causing a 
system failure has been mitigated. The model is used to develop this view which is based on using ‘And’ 
and ‘Or’ gates to make the connections with failure events. In this example, one single point of failure is 
shown by as the ‘Event A’. These single-point failures need to be mitigated and usually can only be 
mitigated with design changes. Fault trees are a top-down approach as opposed to FMECA which is a 
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bottom-up. The methods to create fault trees are varied and too difficult to explain in this section. Again, 
some MBSE tools have routines to perform this analysis or can be linked with the tools to perform fault 
tree analysis such as OpenFTA or MADe by PHM Technologies 

 
Figure 9. Example output from fault tree analysis. 

D.3. Current State vs Future State 

In MIL-STD 882, the safety process is divided into eight elements (or steps) that are conducted 
throughout the lifecycle of the system. These eight steps are shown in the table below and methods using 
MBSE are compared to how these steps are currently done. 

Table 7. Current Safety Process vs MBSE Process 

Process Current State Future State 
Document the system safety 
approach 
 

The safety process starts with 
building the plan on how the safety 
process will be performed 

The same document but with added 
details on the MBSE model and the 
additional information needed to 
support the model and define the output 
views to support the safety analysis 

Identify and document hazards 
 

Hazards are identified based on past 
experiences and mishaps, analysis 
of components, and understanding 
of usage of the system and the 
environment in which it will operate. 

Based on the system model, analysis 
tools will be used to identify hazards 
and document impacts of component 
failures. These results can be feedback 
into the model as attributes to 
components then used to evaluate the 
effect on the design. 

Assess and document risk 
 

This assessment determines the risk 
of system failure by determining the 
probability of occurrence and the 
impact of failure on the systems 
performance. These risks are then 
shown in the risk assessment 
matrix. To analyze the system, the 
system must be designed to a stage 
where all the functions and most of 
the components have be defined 
and built.  

Using the model, the probability of 
occurrence and impact of the failure 
can be determined providing numerical 
answers for both. This information 
should be created using automated 
tools so changes to the model can be 
quickly evaluated. This allows for many 
iterations using the model allowing for a 
design that could eliminate risks.  
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Process Current State Future State 
Identify and document risk 
mitigation measures using one 
of the following techniques (list 
from the most effective to least): 

- Design selection 
- Design alteration 
- Engineered safety features 
- Safety devices 
- Warning devices 
- Procedures/training 

After the risks are identified, the 
mitigations of these risks are 
incorporated into the design, if 
possible, to eliminate the risk. 
Depending on when risk 
assessment, in the previous step, 
was performed, changes to the 
design might not be possible. Then 
safety devices, or warning systems 
are added. 

Because the model represents the 
system before it is built, most of the 
risks identified can be eliminated with 
appropriate changes to the model. The 
best way to manage hazards and risks 
is to eliminate them. So, MBSE allows 
for early identification of risks followed 
by modifications to the model which are 
quickly analyzed to evaluate the 
effectiveness of the change, in order to 
eliminate risks.  

Reduce risk  Mitigation measures are selected 
and implemented to achieve an 
acceptable risk level. For all critical 
or catastrophic hazards, the safety 
and system engineers must develop 
mitigation measures to reduce the 
probability of occurrence or the 
impact of the failure. For the 
remaining risks, cost, feasibility, and 
effectiveness of mitigation methods 
are used to determine if the risk can 
be reduced. 

Once the risk mitigation measures are 
selected and incorporated into the 
model, the hazard analysis tools are 
used to reevaluate the current risks. 
This risk analysis and mitigation can be 
repeated to improve the design until an 
acceptable risk level is achieved.  

Verify, validate and document 
risk reduction 
 

The changes to the design are 
tested and evaluations are made. 
These changes could be analyzed 
using performance models. 

Using the same tools during the hazard 
identification and assessment phases, 
the modifications to the model are 
evaluated to determine if the probability 
of occurrence and impact have been 
reduced. 

Accept risk and document 
 

Since, not all hazards can be 
eliminated, the decision is made to 
accept the system with the existing 
risks or repeat the processes to 
redesign the system. 

The same will occur with MBSE, but the 
information to make the decision to 
accept the system should be based on 
results from the model. 

Manage lifecycle risk 
 

After the system is fielded, this 
process continues to evaluate the 
system as it is updated, modified, or 
used for a new mission or in a new 
environment. Also, results from 
operational use can validate or 
expose new risks. 

The same will occur with MBSE, but  
the model will be updated and modified 
along with the system so the hazard 
identification and assessment tools can 
continue to be used. The modifications 
to the model are evaluated to determine 
if the probability of occurrence and 
impact of any hazards has changed. 
Also, the model will store and manage 
the safety and risk properties in a  
single source. 

 
This table shows that the same process would be employed by the safety engineers but the MBSE models 
would allow them to perform a complete analysis earlier and with more repeatable results. These results 
could then be used to improve the safety of the system through an iterative process. This is shown in 
Figure 10 (below) and aided using automated tools that provide quick and repeatable analysis methods to 
identify and assess hazards. The best method to mitigate hazards is to modify the design to eliminate 
them. With MBSE, this analysis should occur early so safety can influence the design and any 
modifications made to the design.  
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Figure 10. MBSE in the safety process. 

D.4. Transition and Implementation Recommendations 

The main steps in the safety process (steps 2 through 7) can benefit from the use of MBSE, but would not 
eliminate any of these steps. However, the safety engineer can be involved early in the design process as 
the model is being developed by providing requirements for the system, based on safety analysis. The 
safety engineer can use the following four stages to implement MBSE. First, add safety use cases and 
safety constraints to other use cases. Next, using these use cases, add requirements to the model or add 
attributes to the system components to evaluate risk. Third, build the design with the model including the 
safety requirements and the evaluation of risk. Finally, use the results including views, values, and queries 
to facilitate the safety evaluation to eliminate or reduce risk.  

To incorporate safety analysis into the MBSE models, additional attributes will need to be added to the 
components of the model. These attributes will describe the possible failures of the component and the 
output produced if that failure occurs. Also, if known, include the probability of the failure occurring. All 
these attributes need to be developed between the safety engineer and system engineer developing the 
model. The precise nature of these attributes would depend on the types of analysis being performed and 
the tools developed to perform that analysis. 

The results provided by the tools can vary based on the sophistication of the tool. These tools could 
provide a listing of the single points of failure while the more in-depth analysis could provide quantitative 
information. This can include probabilities of failures, reduced performance, and time between failures. 
These could support reliability or MA analysis with the ability to provide, not only to analyze failures, but 
to evaluate degrades states. Whatever the results provide by the tools, they should be formatted similar to 
the current analysis methods. This allows safety engineers, especially those not associated with the model 
build, to understand the results of the analysis. This aids in understanding the system and its hazards and 
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risks, gains trust in the analysis tools and model, and reduces the training required to gain understanding 
from those outside the program who are performing reviews. 

Later in the lifecycle, the model and analysis tools can be used by operations to set normal operating 
conditions and limits. Also, they can be used to evaluate failures to determine causes and determine 
methods to eliminate or reduce the possibility and impact of future occurrences. Finally, as the system, 
environment or mission changes, the model and analysis tools can be used to reassess the safety aspects of 
the system. The model has kept the safety assumptions, identified hazards, mitigations methods, safety 
attributes and properties, and the analysis methods and views all in a single location. 

D.5. Risks and Challenges 

Several risks are associated with the application of MBSE for evaluating system safety. The first risk, an 
incomplete or incorrect analysis, can occur because the model does not include all the system faults or it 
is missing ‘back-door’, ‘sneak circuit’ or non-linear type effects. These types of errors can exist in any 
safety analysis and requires an experienced safety engineer to look for them. The second risk is relying 
too much on the model or tools to perform the analysis and not using an experienced safety engineer. The 
first risk highlights why this second risk can be an issue. The third risk is the misuse of the model, or the 
data from the model outside the ‘valid’ range of the model, or having incomplete attributes or constraints 
within the model. Therefore, the analysis produced for the model will be incorrect. This is risk not only 
for MBSE but for all engineering models. 

Beyond these risks, many more challenges exist for using MBSE to perform safety evaluations. First is 
finding good tools to perform the analysis of the model to create FMECAs or fault trees. The next 
challenge is gaining the trust of the safety experts, range safety personnel, and user that the results 
generated from the model using the tools are useful and complete. The third challenge is the acceptance of 
new safety requirements by the system engineers causing a redesign of the system components based on 
the analysis. And finally, the time between iterations or modifications to the models might be too fast for 
the needed safety analysis to be performed. Even with the automated tools, the effort to perform the steps 
in the safety process would still take time for the experienced safety engineer. 
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Appendix E. MA Area: Configuration Management 

E.1. Literature Search and Review 

Definition of Configuration Management 

MIL-HDBK-61A defines configuration management (CM) as “… a process for establishing and 
maintaining consistency of a product’s performance, functional and physical attributes with its 
requirements, design and operational information throughout its life [26].” The Space and Missile 
Systems Center (SMC) Standard, SMC-S-002 [44], expands upon this definition by considering CM as a 
discipline across an item lifecycle that accomplishes the following: 

1. Identify and document the functional and physical characteristics of configuration items. 
 

2. Control changes to configuration items and their related documentation. 
 

3. Record and report information needed to manage configuration items effectively, including the 
status or proposed changes and implementation status of approved changes. 
 

4. Audit configuration items to verify conformance to specifications, drawings, interface control 
documents, and other contract requirements [44]. 

 
Inherent in maintaining control of and managing changes to requirements, documentation, and artifacts 
produced during the lifecycle is the establishing of baselines to consolidate evolving configuration states 
[21]. The three major types of baselines at the system level are the functional, allocated, and product 
baselines. These may be defined as: 

1. Functional baseline: Describes the system’s performance (functional, interoperability, and 
interface characteristics) and the verification required to demonstrate the achievement of those 
specified characteristics [8].  

2. Allocated baseline: The approved requirements for a product, subsystem or component, 
describing the functional, performance, interoperability, and interface requirements, that are 
allocated from higher-level requirements, and the verifications required to demonstrate 
achievement of those requirements, as established at a specific point in time and documented in 
the allocated configuration documentation [8].  

3. Product baseline: Describes the detailed design at a specific point in time, for production, 
fielding/deployment, and operations and support. The product baseline prescribes all necessary 
physical (form, fit, or function) characteristics and selected functional characteristics designated 
for production acceptance testing and production test requirements [8]. 

Configuration Management Processes 

The objective of CM is to ensure that baselines for both hardware (HW) and software (SW) are 
“…consistent, accurate, and repeatable throughout the system’s lifecycle and that any changes to those 
baselines maintain the same accuracy, consistency, and repeatability [16].” The system developer is 
charged with the responsibility to implement a change management program (CMP), established by a 
configuration management plan. This plan embodies the elements needed to ensure the consistency and 
accuracy of the baselines [25].  
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TOR-2011(8591)-21 describes key attributes of CM: 
 

1. CM is a process for implementing CM principles and practices in the identified context and 
environment. 

2. Change management is the practice for communicating and managing potential or actual baseline 
changes. 

3. Communication of these changes combined with effective analytical tools and process facilitates 
evaluation of the impact of changes with respect to cost, schedule and performance, and allows 
the program team to make informed decisions [25]. 

Implementation of Configuration Management in a MBE (MBE) Environment 

Both TOR-2011(8591)-21 and MIL-HDBK-61 define key CM processes needed to implement the major 
CM functions. This is accomplished via definitions in the TOR and by an activity model in MIL-HDBK-
61A [26]. However, the “context and environment” used by both documents is the traditional document 
based approach. The goals of this document are:  

1. Serve as a guideline and best-practices document for executing MBE in concert with CM. 
2. Serve as the basis for an addendum to TOR-2011(8591)-21. 

 
Key Configuration Management Processes 

The following CM processes will be evaluated in terms of implementation in the current state consisting 
of a traditional document based environment and in a future state of an MBE environment. These 
processes are defined in TOR-2011(8591)-21 except for the addition of Configuration Data Management 
which is added from MIL-HDBK-61A. 

1. Configuration management planning 
2. Configuration identification 
3. Change control 
4. Interface control 
5. Configuration status accounting 
6. Configuration verification/audits 
7. CM related data management. This is added from MIL-HDBK-61A. 

 
E.2. Expected Benefits and Outcomes 

The following are the expected benefits of migration to a future state for CM in an integrated MBE 
environment. 

1. Improved synchronization of CM baseline artifacts: These consist of automated, n-way links 
between requirements, architecture, design, analysis, test, and verification. The future state 
ensures that the functional architecture of configuration items (CIs) are completely linked to 
functional requirements in the baseline. Performance allocations at the assembly and CI-level are 
verified via integrated engineering analysis using tools such as Nastran and OPNET 
Technologies, or to measured test results. Reallocation of performance parameters is 
accomplished, as needed. The future state also has the capability to track and manage the 
configuration of the design as the development process continues, is self-reporting, and can roll 
back to earlier configurations, if required. 
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2. Full traceability of changes and improved change control: There is a clear “chain of custody” 
from the allocated to the functional to the design baselines. As change orders are initiated, the 
impact from requirements to design can be quickly assessed. Full integration between SE, 
engineering analysis and the CM repository will result in a more rapid and accurate 
synchronization to new baselines as they are established in the change control process. 

3. Greatly improved capability for identification and documentation of interfaces: Use of SysML-
based tools in the modeling of interfaces versus use of a drawing tool forces the analysis and 
documentation of data interactions between systems and subsystems. The information contained 
in the model database can be output via matrix views such as the SV-3 and SV-6 that display the 
full description of data exchanges and on the data itself. Gaps are also identified. 

4. Improvements to the functional configuration audit (FCA)/physical configuration audit (PCA) 
process: In the future state, the capability exists for continuously observing and checking the 
allocation of functional requirements to configuration items. Gaps and overlaps are readily 
apparent and displayed in the reporting tools. Performance requirements are also allocated to 
assemblies or CIs as needed and engineering analysis tools are used to verify the integrity of the 
allocation. Integration is also achieved with respect to test results, which become part of the MBE 
environment. This results in an automated FCA process. 

5. Early identification of engineering change orders via integration of performance and functional 
models: Identified gaps between functional allocations and requirements or between performance 
allocation and analysis or test results can become change orders if required. 

6. Good CM practices can also positively impact the design process: The future state has great 
capabilities to track and monitor changes to the design as initiated by the engineering team. The 
CM environment will provide capabilities similar to current software practices. The CM model 
environment will support tracking of changes down to individual model elements as well as 
branching for parallel development of variants, merging of changes into multiple branches and 
tagging of baseline configurations. Previous generations of CM tools tracked model changes at a 
higher level. Any changes result in the generation of new threads that must be reconciled via a 
configuration control board (CCB). The CM environment also has a roll back capability that can 
undo changes as needed. The entire model file also is configuration controlled using a tool such 
as Subversion or IBM ClearCase®. All of this results in documentation and traceability of 
changes to the design with a go-back capability. 

E.3. Transition and Implementation Recommendations 

CM Processes in the Document Based Environment (Current State): Problems and Lessons Learned 

Configuration Management Planning  

In a document-centric environment, the CMP is established as a stand-alone document in either Microsoft 
Word or PowerPoint. The elements of a CMP as given in the TOR [25] together with how each element 
may be implemented in the current environment is given below. 

1. Definition of the CM system: This is a section in the stand-alone CMP that identifies how the 
documents that will eventually comprise the system baselines are to be managed. For example, 
documents may be stored in a file-based shared area repository using the capabilities of the 
operating system to manage access. Some tool-based environments can be established with 
document approach, such as use of Agile® or IBM ClearQuest®. However, it is the documents 
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themselves that are being configuration controlled. There is no link between the CM system and 
tools or engineering methodologies used to create the data contained in the document. 

2. Identification and management of project data and configuration items (CIs): CI identification 
along with associated data is document based. An example is use of a specification tree to 
establish the CI-related schema of requirements. 

3. Planning and control of project baselines: 
This involves the following two activities: 
a. Definition of the constitution of a project baseline by identification of artifacts 

(e.g., requirements, architecture presented at a design review) 
b. Control of the baseline by controlling the artifacts. Again, there is no direct link between  

the documents that comprise the baseline and the engineering processes used to create  
the information. 

 
4. Planning of configuration audits and status accounting: These are milestone-based activities tied 

to the project schedule and are used to evaluate the baseline [21]. 

5. Build and release management: In a software-centric environment in the current state, key 
elements of a build and release management plan would include definition of a workspace, 
versioning, building (compiling), dependency management, release management or deploying 
software into a repository, repository management, and change management [11]. For hardware, 
build and release management is handled by version control of PDF drawings in a product 
lifecycle management (PLM) system. Software build and release is linked to source code and 
analysis. Hardware build and release may not have links to specialty engineering analysis such as 
finite element structural analysis. Therefore, there may be no indicator as to why a new hardware 
release was generated other than notations on the drawing or in the configuration control board 
(CCB) minutes. We will see that in the future state, both SW and HW build and release would be 
linked together in a robust PLM to the full suite of enterprise data. 

6. Data backup and recovery planning: This ensures that the artifacts composing a CM controlled 
baseline are backed up and can be recovered in case of accidental deletion. However, the data 
used to generate the artifacts may not be covered by this plan. The engineering analyses used to 
create the data may reside in system folders that are not under active CM control. In this case, the 
only available backup and recovery is that associated with the computer system. 

Configuration Identification 

Configuration identification incrementally establishes and maintains the definitive current basis for 
control and status of CIs throughout the system lifecycle [26]. Per the TOR, configuration identification 
includes the selection of CIs, issuing of numbers to the CIs, release of CIs and associated configuration 
documentation, and establishment of configuration baselines for the Cis [25]. In many instances, CIs may 
be predetermined through the use of pre-existing designs and/or the use of commercial off-the-shelf 
(COTS) or Government off-the-shelf (GOTS) items. However, for new items, the use of the SE processes 
of requirements analysis, functional analysis and allocation, and synthesis are required to translate 
functional and performance requirements into a system description [26]. It is the output of the SE process 
that is used to identify CIs. Under the document-centric approach, there is no direct relationship between 
the “live” SE process and CI identification. Any corrections or adjustments to CI allocation occur during 
feedback from functional analysis to requirements analysis, referred to as the requirements loop, or from 
design synthesis to functional analysis, called the design loop. This is shown in Figure 11. SE loop and 
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CM, from MIL-HDBK-61A [26]. In an MBE environment, functional and design feedback can occur 
concurrently with requirements analysis, thereby shortening the configuration item identification cycle. 

 
Figure 11. SE loop and CM, from MIL-HDBK-61A. 

Change Control 

Change control is defined in the TOR as “the systematic proposal, justification, evaluation, coordination, 
approval or disapproval of proposed changes, and the implementation of all approved changes, in the 
configuration of a CI after establishment of the configuration baseline(s) for the CI” [25]. In the current 
document-centric state, change control is established via a formal review board such as a CCB, which 
reviews and approves all controlled documentation including specifications, drawings, and manuals [16].  

Interface Control 

This is defined as “the process of identifying, documenting, and controlling all functional and physical 
characteristics relevant to the interfacing of two or more items provided by one or more organizations” 
[25]. In the current state, interfaces are typically controlled by the establishment of interface control 
documents (ICDs). An ICD may be a very detailed description of the logical, electrical, and physical 
connection between two systems, down to the byte exchange level. An n x n matrix of required interfaces 
can be generated in order to ensure that all needed exchanges are identified. In the current state, this is a 
painstaking process and can result in missed interface descriptions. This is a classic cause for failing a 
design review. 

Configuration Status Accounting 

The TOR includes, in this category all information needed to manage configuration items effectively and 
includes the following information [25]. 
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1. A record of the approved configuration documentation identification numbers. In the current 
state, this can be a spreadsheet of controlled documents and allocated numbers. 

2. The status of proposed changes, and deviations, to the configuration. In the current state, this 
would be a “status” column in the spreadsheet discussed above in item 1. 

3. The implementation status of approved changes. Again, this would be an additional  
spreadsheet column. 

4. The configuration of all units of the configuration item in the operational inventory. This would 
be a database of as-built items with a record of maintenance and upgrade activity, conducted at 
the unit and depot levels.  

Configuration Verification Audits 

In the current state, an FCA or PCA involves establishment of a mechanism to track discrepancies 
between design and document. The SMC SE Handbook defines an FCA as a formal examination of the 
functional characteristics of each CI to verify that it is in compliance with the requirements of the 
functional baseline [43]. MIL-HDBK-61A brings in compliance to performance specifications to the FCA 
[26]. Therefore, a key prerequisite to conducting an FCA is to first ensure that all functional and 
performance requirements have been allocated to architectural elements. This is synonymous with the 
approval of the allocated baseline, and normally occurs at the preliminary design review (PDR). In the 
current state, the correlation of requirements to architecture is document based and prone to error. 

Configuration Management Related Data Management 

This is an area that is not included in the TOR but is included in MIL-HDBK-64A. It pertains to the CM 
of working, released, submitted, approved and archived data [26]. In the current state, this process 
involves data and document identification, version control, and the relationship between data and product 
configuration. Missing are requirements for documenting the relationship between data items. 

CM Processes in the MBE Environment (Future State) 

Configuration Management Planning 

In the future environment, CM will be an organic capability of the MBE suite of tools. Furthermore, 
rather than using a file-based system that disregards the underlying semantic structure of model-based 
objects, a model-based system would manage the objects within a model, versioning and saving them 
persistently [35]. It would also provide logical connections to web-based documents, thereby insuring that 
deliverable products such as CDRL documents represent the latest system configuration.  

Figure 12 compares the CM environment from the current to the future state. It is adapted from the 
figures on charts 7 and 8 in Nguyen’s conference presentation.  
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Figure 12. File vs model-based CM. 

Definition of the CM system. - The CM system would be an organic structure of the tool and would 
manage down to the object level. For example, to edit a MagicDraw project under configuration control, 
the user can lock individual model elements thereby preventing others from editing them. New project 
branches can be created by users; these can be reconciled in a CCB and then baselined into the model 
[36]. Modeling tools also can compare two versions of a model and generate differences. As opposed to a 
simple diagram comparison, which would get cluttered by a display of simple element position changes, 
tracking changes to structural components provides a record of actual architectural modifications from 
version to version. The overall system model can be stored in a configuration controlled repository such 
as Subversion or ClearCase®, with the additional capability for role-based model access. Finally, an 
integrated collaboration environment can be created incorporating the architecture and design model with 
requirements, code, test, project management and product line management.  

An example of an integrated CM environment for software collaboration is shown below in Figure 13. 
This system, developed by Boeing Defense, Space and Security uses Rhapsody Design Manager and the 
IBM Jazz™ solution for collaborative lifecycle management [41]. Note that CM has been substituted for 
project management in the original Boeing concept, the discussion on product line management is 
deferred, and a linkage is made between codec and test. The figure is adapted from chart 16 of  
Schulte’s presentation. 
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Figure 13. Integrated CM environment. 

In a broader context to include both hardware and software, the integrated environment would be defined 
in reference to the selection of appropriate PLM tools that take advantage of repository-to-repository 
connectivity. The PLM would manage dependency between tools such as drawing changes linked to finite 
element structural analysis that shows the reason for hardware CM changes. The challenge is that a truly 
integrated approach may not be possible in a heterogeneous environment, necessitating the development 
of a federated approach between multiple PLM repositories. A product lifecycle manager of managers 
(MoM) (shown in Figure 14) would then have to connect and search enterprise repositories and tools to 
manage enterprise data [13]. It would also provide for version and configuration management of tools in 
the MBSE suite. To overcome the challenge of assuring connectivity among tools, models and 
repositories, links to engineering analysis results will be used. An example of this is the open services for 
lifecycle collaboration (OSLC) [37]. 
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Figure 14. Product lifecycle manager of managers (MoM). 

1. Identification and management of project data and Cis: As CIs are tightly integrated into the 
model, the requirements schema discussed above in “Configuration Management Planning”, sub-
paragraph 2, becomes the principle method for the organization of the architecture. Project data is 
also represented in the architectural model with links to architectural elements, allocated to CIs, 
showing the production, consumption and exchange of data.  

2. Planning and control of project baselines: In the future state, all project information is contained 
in the model-based repository. As shown in Figure 11, the file based reports to be used in a design 
review or presented as a CDRL are merely a snapshot in time of what is in the CM repository. 
The project baseline is therefore not the reports, but rather the actual CM-controlled repository 
itself, containing the requirements, architecture, design information, test results, and associated 
data. Control of the baseline is in the hands of the CCB, which adjudicates architectural streams 
developed during the design process and changes to requirements as they arise. The final CM 
plan may be a document, but it would represent how the CM repository for the MBE project and 
associated tools actually function. The document-based plan would note exceptions to the 
environment for data that cannot be represented in the MBE framework and any needed “work-
arounds” to make the MBE approach compliant with customer direction. 

3. Planning of configuration audits and status accounting: As in the current state, these configuration 
audits and status accounts are milestone based activities. However, changes in the MBE 
environment resulting from analysis or test at or between project milestones are captured by the 
modeling tool as impacts to requirements or design. This results in parallel stream, consisting of 
simultaneous design, development, review and audit. The improved and integrated CM control in 
the future state facilitates near instantaneous check pointing, allowing for rollback to almost any 
point if a review finds an inconsistency or error. 

4. Build and release management: In the future state, the CM tool is integrated with the MBE 
environment and would be coordinated using the product line MoM approach described above in 
“Configuration Management Planning”. Software builds are managed along with the full project. 
Hardware releases are coordinated with drawing changes and analysis.  
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5. Data backup and recovery planning: In the future state, all MBE related data is contained in  
the environment. The environment is represented in a configuration controlled repository and can 
be managed by a tool such a Subversion or ClearCase®. This provides a go-back capability for 
both architectural/design models and engineering analysis. Finally, the computer system 
environment can have a backup and recovery strategy, serving as an extra layer of protection for 
the MBE data.  

Configuration Identification 

In the future state, the SE loop as seen in Figure 11 is modified by replacing synthesis with “analysis”, 
consisting of output from the engineering performance or other non-functional analysis tools, such as 
Nastran or OPNET Technologies (see Figure 15). The impact of allocation of non-functional 
requirements to CIs can be seen directly in the MBE environment via output from the analysis tools. The 
feedback from analysis can be used to modify the allocation of performance parameters almost 
immediately, and also be used to change CIs should it become evident that the current CI allocation 
cannot support the required system performance. In the current state, performance gaps between the 
design and system performance may not be seen until PDR. In the future state, with analysis performed in 
the integrated MBE environment at any time, the gaps may be identified at an earlier stage with resulting 
savings in cost and schedule. 

 
Figure 15. Impact of MBE and CM to SE loop. 

In addition, MBE enabled CM can bring in additional engineering aspects. The analysis segment of 
Figure 15 can also include safety and security aspects, which are also considered non-functional in SE 
terminology. In the current state, safety and security may not be analyzed until relatively late in the design 
process. In the future state, MBE accomplishes this much sooner and can be used to provide an early 
definition of safety and security requirements, design, features, and baselines. 
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Change Control 

In the future state, MBE provides enhanced linkage and traceability between requirements, architecture, 
design, and analysis. The need and effect of changes therefore is seen automatically using graphical tools 
and matrix views generated in the MBE environment. These tools and views can be used to generate a 
“CM dashboard”, that indicates specific areas where potential changes are occurring. This enhances the 
accuracy and quality of the change control process over the current document-based state. Early 
identification of the need for change is also enhanced by the reviews needed to justify and reconcile 
parallel development streams in the model. If a review justifies the existence of new architectural artifacts 
that are required to achieve a desired effect but have no requirements basis, the need for an engineering 
change order (ECO) would be indicated. As these reviews occur more frequently in the MBE 
environment, change control actions can be addressed sooner than in the current state. 

Interface Control 

At the heart of the future state, is the functional model of the system using a modeling language such as 
SysML. Systems and subsystems are defined in a SysML block definition diagram. The detailed structure 
of the systems and interfaces are depicted in an internal block diagram (IBD). At first, all that is depicted 
is the item flow from one system to another in the IBD. As the model matures, the item flow is matched 
to a data element represented in the system logical data model. The data element in the logical model is 
represented by a SysML “block” or unified modeling language “class.” The data format can be described 
using attributes of the block or class. The system-to-system exchanges can be output from the model into 
a matrix format, similar to the n x n matrix as previously discussed. This matrix may be referred to as an 
SV-3, “systems-systems” matrix in DODAF terms. The detailed description of each interaction is 
described in the SV-6 “system resource flow matrix”. The SV-6 includes other information about the data 
exchange, such as the systems and functions that produce and consume the data being exchanged. The 
SV-3 and SV-6 can be automatically generated by information in the model, and these matrices form the 
basis for controlling interfaces. 

In the current state, one must look through a variety of documents to find information on interfaces. These 
include ICDs, interface requirements documents, and interface specifications. These documents are 
subject to obsolescence and must be manually integrated. The future state provides the opportunity to 
have all required interface information in the model which can be updated at any time. It ensures that the 
interfacing elements are using the same interface exchange data, eliminating errors due to mismatch in the 
interface data type or size. This facilitates having a single state of interface truth with up-to-date and 
coherent information readily available. The future of MBE also holds the possibility of automated ICD 
generation from the model artifacts. 

Configuration Status Accounting 

In the future state, the product lifecycle MoM could have the capability to show the status of items under 
configuration control. Also included are capabilities for build and release management as well as the 
status of database items shown in Figure 14.”  

Configuration Verification Audits 

The goal of MBE is developing an integrated environment with a clear “chain of custody” between 
requirements, architecture, design, analysis, test results, and verification. The integrated suite of tools that 
makes this possible has reporting capabilities to discover, analyze and correct gaps between requirements 
and architectural elements, design analysis and allocation of performance requirements, and test results 
with the verification cross reference matrix (VCRM). The VCRM can be generated automatically from 
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the model based on the requirements and their links to test elements in the model. This process can be 
done at any development phase and corrects deficiencies in the document-based approach. As 
configuration verification is done almost continuously, a formal functional configuration audit can be 
accomplished rapidly. 

Configuration Management Related Data Management 

The future state brings in data modeling to include a logical data model (LDM) and a physical exchange 
specification (PES). The LDM illustrates how data is transformed to or is composed of other data. The 
PES shows how web services and schemas can be constructed to exchange data and is built upon 
characteristics of the LDM. This closes the gaps identified in the current state. 

Steps for Transition and Implementation Recommendations  

Step 1: Migration to MBSE in a CM Controlled Environment:  
The most immediate benefit to programs can be achieved by a rapid implementation of MBSE in 
the context of use of a CM tool. Use of MBSE brings in the linkage between requirements and 
architecture and achieves the future state for the functional baseline. Control of CIs and allocation 
of functional requirements results in the allocated baseline. Use of a CM tool achieves design 
traceability, thread reconciliation, and roll-back.  

 
Step 2: Link to Engineering Analysis Results:  

This achieves the future state of replacing synthesis in the SE loop with tangible analysis. 
Synthesis involves examination of engineering analysis and making judgements as to how to best 
modify architecture or requirements (if needed) to achieve performance goals. Analysis directly 
ties performance numbers to performance requirements, facilitating architecture adjustment, 
optimization, and reallocation. 

 
Step 3: Link Test Results to Requirements via the VCRM:  

This provides for real time analysis of test in the MBE environment. It achieves the future state of 
showing a requirement-by-requirement compliance to test results in the VCRM. 

 
Step 4: Apply Advanced CM Capability to Achieve an Integrated Configuration Management 

Database:  
This finalizes the future state by developing a CM dashboard that can display the CM status of 
assemblies and CIs together with a record of change. 
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E.4. Current versus Future State 

Table 8. MBE and CM Process: Current and Future States 

CM Process Current Future 

Configuration Management 
Planning. Establish the CM 
approach for a program  

• Develop CMP 
• Accomplish via Word//PowerPoint 

CM plan 
• Has non-active link between CM 

plan and implementation tools 

• Uses MBE tools that organically follow 
and enforce CM procedures 

• Notes exceptions and “work-arounds” 
• Uses tools that help turn changes  

into ECOs 

Configuration 
Identification. Establish and 
maintain a definitive basis for 
control and status of a CI 
throughout the lifecycle 

• Identified based on: 
− Performance parameters 
− Physical characteristics 
− Risk, safety, logistics, 

maintenance. 
• Maintained by documentation 

schema and release repository 

• Identified by functional characteristics 
− “Actors” or “Performers” 

• May apply traditional ID 
• Enforces tool-based CM baseline 

enforcement with roll back 

Change Control. Apply 
processes for systemic 
proposal, justification, 
evaluation, coordination, and 
approval/disapproval. 
Establish new CI baseline  

• Uses formal review boards (CCB) 
• Has a CM release plan 
• Establishes specification and 

drawing manuals  

• Employs rigorous change 
management (e.g., Dynamic Object 
Oriented Requirement System 
(DOORS) Proposed Changes) 

• Traceability of requirements to 
architectural elements 

• Shows impact of RFCs/RFVs 
graphically with traceability 

Interface Control. Identify, 
document, control physical 
and functional characteristics 
regarding interfaces 

• Establish document-based ICDs 
• Uses matrix-based (nxn) ID of 

needed interfaces (missed 
interfaces a key reason for failed 
design reviews) 

• Employs modeling process that 
identifies need for interfaces 

• Model language (e.g., SysML) 
facilitates specification of interfaces 
for information flow 

• Employs model-based ICD generation 

Configuration Status 
Accounting. Records and 
reports of information needed 
to manage CIs 

• Uses computer-c-based or manual 
list of baseline docs, CIs, baselines, 
configuration status, change status 

• Linkage of data and documentation 
• MBE-based CM dashboard 

Configuration Verification/ 
Audits. Includes FCA/PCA. 

• Establishes audit mechanism to 
track discrepancies between design 
and documentation 

• Track requirements to architecture 
and design with automated reports 

CM Related Data 
Management (from MIL-
HDBK-64). Includes CM of 
working, released, submitted, 
and approved data 

• Uses file-based processes for: 
− Data and document ID 
− Version control 
− Relationship to product 

configuration 

• Uses Model Based processes: 
− Logical Data Model 
− Versioning and baselining 
− PES auto-generation 
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E.5. Risks and Challenges 

Risks 

1. A robust configuration management approach is an essential element of MA. During the 
transition from the current to future states, there is the risk that current tool-centric CM 
approaches may be dropped prematurely, resulting in the potential loss of CM capabilities. 

2. There may be cost and schedule risk in adopting the future state for configuration management. A 
program may decide that it cannot afford the cost or the potential schedule delays resulting in 
migration away from a tool-centric legacy CM approach. 

3. CM is largely done through the implementation of various PLM tools/software suites. There is a 
lack of tool interchangeability in the MBE environment which can lead to errors and difficulties 
in tracking the CM of various parts, subassemblies, and even systems in the model. It is not 
desirable to impose tools but practitioners will need to work with tool providers to assure  
model interoperability. 

4. It is essential for engineers across different domains on a program to have a clear pipeline for 
communication. Any given program has multiple actors with multiple approaches to solutions. In 
a model-based world, engineers will look to pull the latest revisions from the model and apply it 
to the work or test what they are doing. Total faith in a model can lead to a lack of 
communication among team members and the added risk that the wrong revision was used for 
analysis or basis of a test. It is important to insure that the modeler and decision-makers are 
involved in the change process. Working revisions are also key to differentiate and note in a 
model. CM in the model-based world will have to change helping mitigate these risks. The goal is 
to have informed team decision-making. 

5. Each tool has versions that need to be tracked. This can be challenging when the MBE 
environment is comprised of many tool sets.  

6. CM model access is often access that is only granted to a select few people to update or change 
the model. This leads to the challenge that not everyone on the engineering team/program has 
access to model. Only specialized personnel control and update the model. MBE is less likely to 
be adopted if people are excluded from the modeling processing. There must be a balance 
between keeping the model accurate, keeping CM up to date, 

7.  and allowing the team to have hands-on access with the model. Also, over-dependence on 
modeling should be avoided. 

8. The modeling tools may not be sophisticated enough to compare the changes to a model or 
comparing two versions of a model and finding the meaningful differences. They currently 
generate a huge list of all changes including the ones to the diagrams, some of which may be 
negligible but detract from the review of the significant changes. 

Challenges: 

1. CM practices should be implemented in the MBE environment without becoming overly 
dependent on the tools. Effective interactivity makes models useful at the rate that humans can 
make decisions, enhanced by properly dividing tasks between humans and computers. 
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2. Unless a concerted effort is made to develop a fully integrated suite of MBE tools with the 
capability for configuration management of both tools and data, a federated approach will have to 
be developed. This is contingent upon the capability to integrate data but alleviates the problem of 
integrating tools. The challenge is to adopt versions of tools that support use of a data integration 
and transfer methodology including links to engineering analysis results. 

3. Integrated CM in the future is also dependent upon the migration to a fully electronic 
development environment. The challenge is that it may not be possible to fully remove paper or 
other hardcopy data elements from the CM environment. A catalog of hardcopy data may have to 
be developed and integrated into the CM environment to show the contents and location of 
essential products. 

4. An integrated CM environment will still have to contend with different information assurance 
regimes for product lifecycle data. 

Lessons Learned in Transition to MBE 

1. A clear CM strategy is essential to avoid baseline confusion: For example, requirements may 
exist in a text based system such as IBM Rational DOORS®, as artifacts in an MBSE model, or  
as a document in a PLM system. In the future state, a PLM MoM would automatically 
synchronize requirements in all three environments. During the transition, the requirements 
baseline must be defined as residing in a specific system; requirements in other systems would 
have to be manually synchronized.  

2. Models need to be under CM control: This needs to be done (even for a few number of users) and 
would avoid model corruption, uncertainty, and data loss. 

3. Plan PLM tool selection from an enterprise perspective: A piece-wise approach can result in 
duplication and excess costs.  

Recommendations for Easing Transition to the MBE Future State 

1. A transition plan from the current to future state should be developed at an enterprise level. This 
would include a schedule that individual programs could use for planning purposes, and would 
mitigate the risk of loss of CM capabilities. 

2. Funding for key elements of the future state should also be provided at the enterprise level. This 
would include new tools and training. Combined with a migration plan, this would mitigate the 
cost risk to programs in adopting new approaches to CM in the MBE environment. 

3. User-friendly tool interfaces, enhanced navigation capabilities, and model traceability are 
essential when selecting PLM software. Having the capability to link and accurately 
configuration manage various aspects of a design from part procurement through detailed analysis 
is key from a MA CM perspective.  

4. Assigning “view only/read only” access to certain elements of the model helps ensure accurate 
configuration management throughout the development and creation of the model. 

5. Ensure that CM is not over-applied in the MBE environment. MBE is a transformational change 
in the way we do engineering but we need to also balance this with the real time demand of 
product development. CM is critical in all aspects and elements of MBE from tool to model to 
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component CM but practitioners need not implement unnecessary gates in the process that would 
ultimately inhibit or slow the team’s progress. This will ensure improved efficiency and 
effectiveness while still building a reliable product. 

6. An information assurance API plan needs to be developed for CM and should also be done at the 
enterprise level. This would be part of an overall strategy on how to manage configuration across 
information boundaries. 

 
Needed CM Skills in the Future State 

CM personnel must be flexible in adopting new approaches and tools in the future state. Many long-
standing document-based methodologies and management systems may be rendered obsolete as the focus 
of CM shifts to a data-centricity. It is not recommended that CM personnel become skilled on all the 
MBE tools and capabilities that will be available in the future state. However, a summary awareness of 
the issues involved in relating specialty engineering analysis to configuration items will be needed. 

A detailed understanding of the interchangeability amongst tool sets would be required for a MA engineer 
to audit and find discrepancies in analysis, design, test, and procurement. This is done now by sifting 
through paper documents. The more familiar a MA engineer is with the layout of the programs model, 
tool suites, and CM controls, and how they all play a role with each other, the more efficient and accurate 
and detailed he/she can be in their job of independent MA oversite. 
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Appendix F. MA Area: Independent Reviews 

F.1. Literature Search and Review 

Motivation for Reviews 

The Government Performance and Results Act (GPRA) of 1993 requires federal agencies focus on results 
and customer satisfaction, to address gaps in program oversight and “insufficient attention to program 
performance” (Government Performance Results Act of 1993). A practical and long-held method for 
ensuring quality outcomes and surfacing problems and errors early for research, product, and technical 
development programs is peer review [22, 40]. These reviews become even more critical in the space 
systems domain since the cost of failure can be catastrophic, including the loss of billion-dollar payloads 
[39] and even crew in the case of human spaceflight [7]. Even the best and smartest people are still human 
and can miss things; having others review our work gives us the necessary confidence to consistently 
execute the special feats required of demanding space missions in a flawless fashion [30]: 

Having a fresh set of eyes look at our work can help us see what our own blinders and 
mental filters may hide. This is the essence of the independent lifecycle reviews [30]. 

 
Useful peer reviews are implicitly independent; however, the level of independence varies. A reviewer 
may be independent of the project but part of the same organization, or come from outside the 
organization as a consultant. It follows that more independence is better than less, since independence 
implies freedom from project influence which should result in a balanced assessment. We expect 
reviewers to be experts in the review area (e.g., thermal, propulsion, power, etc.) and thus provide well-
reasoned expert recommendations that are also unbiased [34]. 

Formal vs. informal reviews can either be informal where project members work directly with reviewers 
to walk through design and analysis material, or a formal setting where briefings are prepared and 
presented by the project team to reviewers and stakeholders together [40]. Contractual, gated, or 
government-driven reviews (see Table 9) tend to be formal in nature and independent assessments tend to 
be more informal. The difference between the two is largely held on the reviewed-project side where 
more time is required to prepare for formal reviews than informal. 

Table 9. Review Categories [27] 

Review Type Definition 

Contractual program 
(gated) reviews 

Major reviews held over the lifecycle of a program. 
Examples: SRR, PDR, CDR, TRR, LRR, and selloff to customer. 

Independent assessment A review separate from contractual program reviews used to address 
specific technical issues. 

Government driven review Occur at the specific request of the government or designated third party 
organization, held in addition to the other types of reviews. 

 
Whatever form reviews take (we will use the term “review” hereafter to refer to all of these types for 
simplicity), in sum they should completely cover the evolving technical baseline in a results-oriented [14] 
way in order to surface and resolve possible problems and risks early; however, due to the manual nature 
of reviews, limits on schedule, expert availability, and cost makes complete coverage an unlikely outcome 
(see Figure 16). Therefore reviewers must focus on top risk areas based on past lessons learned. Tom 
Freitag [14] describes a set of 10 main items that “pose the greatest risk to space launch missions” 
established by The Aerospace Corporation, including test-like-you-fly exceptions, critical qualification 
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margins, first-flight items, single-point failures, nonconformance, anomalies, escapes, unverified failures, 
out-of-sequence work, and out-of-family results. This risk-oriented approach also results in overlap (red 
highlighted areas in Figure 16) in reviews with one another, which can help ensure proper coverage of 
important risks but can also increase review cost when overlaps occur in relatively unimportant areas.  

 
Figure 16. Review coverage of technical baseline. 

Benefits of Reviews 

Reviewing projects throughout the lifecycle is an important tool of program managers and customers 
alike, to keep both informed on key risks and mitigations but also to drive collaboration within the 
development team and between the team and external stakeholders. 

Moreover, reviews are more valuable when independent SMEs, external and internal stakeholders from 
across the lifecycle are involved and can give feedback on tradeoffs, weaknesses in the technical baseline 
or unacceptable risks, early enough in the development process to positively impact the final delivered 
solution [31]. Reviews also serve to drive closure of trades, liens, and action items as well as the 
completion of deliverable work products, and so to help enforce a predictable development cadence  
for a project. 

Successful reviews give stakeholders enough confidence in the project’s direction and maturity to allow 
the project to continue to the next phase of development with acceptable risk. If reviewers and 
stakeholders judge the project to be unable to proceed with acceptable risk, in one or more key ways, then 
the work can be stopped and course corrections can be implemented [31]. 

Since preparing for a formal review requires the program team to pull together and summarize the current 
technical baseline for presentation at the review, the process of preparing for the review itself provides 
value since it forces each discipline to synthesize clear summaries of their progress along with supporting 
evidence and rationale for key design decisions. This content is useful as a historical record capturing the 
maturity of a design at the time of review [31]. 

Derivative projects may utilize the review material as a reference design and as an exemplar of successful 
review content at a given milestone. 

F.2. Expected Benefits and Outcomes 

Adopters of MBE methods can expect benefits including: reduced cost/schedule, reduced risk, and 
increased agility of the review cycle. 
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Reduce Review Cost and Schedule 

1. Auto-generation of charts for reviews: MBE allows us to auto-generate review charts directly 
from the model onto known and approved templates. Further, by using review templates we can 
ensure the pertinent design details are reviewed consistently and adequately. In addition, auto-
generated charts will reduce the number of chart inconsistencies across review materials. 

2. Reduced review preparation time: By shortening the time spent preparing for reviews we allow 
high-value program activities, including critical design processes, to continue with minimal 
interruption. Moreover, preparation costs are reduced and team members spend more of their time 
maturing the design. 

Reduce Risk 

1. Concurrent engineering: By using an integrated model cross-discipline design teams collaborate 
increasing productivity and allowing errors to be detected early. 

2. Higher variety of stakeholder involvement: Generate stakeholder-specific views from the model. 
Since stakeholder and SMEs across disciplines are continually involved as the design matures, 
design escapes, manufacturing and assembly shortcomings can be considered early which reduces 
late-cycle iterations and reduces the risk of schedule overruns. 

3. Automated design check: Potential disconnects and design escapes are flagged in the model. 
Automated design checkers also verify that best practices and lessons learned are implemented in 
an efficient and consistent manner. 

Increase Agility of Review Cycle 

1. Explicit entrance criteria: Review entrance criteria determined by completion of explicit entrance 
criteria in model. Metrics in model will track results from design activities and determine when a 
review should be held. 

2. Focused review groups: Tailored reviews are held where SMEs are able to walk through the 
baseline and assess maturity and risk through views tailored to their background. 

3. Continual delivery of incremental information: Model is accessed by the customer at agreed-to 
entry-points (i.e., prior to a major milestone). 

F.3. Current versus Future Processes 

Current State 

In the current state (see Figure 17), a review is needed to assess the current state of the design, whether 
formal or informal, as discussed in Motivation for Reviews and Benefits of Reviews sections above. The 
entrance criteria for an independent review is subject to interpretation by the project. When a formal 
review approaches, design development is frozen and the design team focuses their attention on preparing 
for the review. Since the design team is devoting most of their time to review preparation and the design 
is frozen for the review, little progress is made on the design during this time. During review preparation 
designers prepare slides, gather work products, and often find problems during the collaborative 
preparation process. Though Figure 17 focuses on formal reviews, the same pattern occurs for informal 
reviews but with less emphasis on preparation versus engaging with peer reviewers, gathering requested 
information, and answering questions. Once the review is held, either formally or informally, action items 
are generated which the team must now consider, disposition, and incorporate in the design when 
appropriate. Throughout this process the designer is expected to be completely transparent and open about 
the state of the design and reviewers can spot-check true maturity by review of detailed design work 
products (e.g., schematics, analysis results, trade studies). 
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Figure 17. Current independent review process. 

Though independent reviews can be a valuable tool, their demanding preparation requirements, often 
ambiguous entrance criteria, and uncertain stakeholder expectations from the review itself can distract the 
project team from maturing the technical baseline. Work products may be inconsistent since they were 
generated by independent disciplines without a clear collaboration mechanism. The reviewers expect the 
design team to be completely transparent which may not always be the case, especially for troubled 
programs. The design is often frozen during review preparation, and though reviews tend to drive 
collaboration, this process occurs out of phase with the design itself, leading to rework and swirl. Above 
all, reviews depend on the expertise of reviewers to apply the appropriate standards, lessons-learned, and 
also challenge the design team in areas of perceived risk. 

Inconsistency of Work Products and Review Material 

Further, design work products and review presentations are often inconsistent due to the manual 
preparation of each independently. Stakeholders expect consistency across work products and errors in 
this area can unfairly reduce their confidence in the design. Additionally, a litany of small consistency 
errors robs from the clarity of the design and reduces the effectiveness of SME reviewers, and at the same 
time even small errors can lead to mission failure so reviewers cannot dismiss even seemingly trifling 
inconsistencies [39]. 

Dependency on Transparency of Design Team 

A subtle problem with the way reviews are commonly held is that the design team is expected to be 
forthright and transparent in presenting the current state of the design, and this characterization may be 
biased. Subject matter experts are expected to ask probing questions and intuit design maturity from 
answers, and may probe into specific design work products to understand more, but completely reviewing 
a design as part of a review milestone can be impractical. 
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Design Frozen during Preparation 

In preparation for a formal review, the design is often frozen thirty to sixty days prior to the review to 
provide designers time to manually capture the state of the design in appropriate work products and charts 
for the review.  

Collaboration Occurs out of Phase with Design 

Reviews also serve to force collaboration where disciplines work independently until the start of review 
preparation. For example, requirements interpretation differences may not be evident until a review 
preparation cycle; however, errors that surface during these preparation (or review presentations) can 
result in design rework that could have been avoided if the collaboration occurred earlier or continually.  

Process Tailoring Complexity 

Tailoring review criteria for different types of programs is challenging. Teams with experience in large 
space programs have difficulty scaling down the review entrance criteria for smaller programs for fear of 
excluding critical review material. Reviewers may also impose unnecessary standards on a project 
without due consideration of the tailoring that may be required, they may not have the required expertise 
and their feedback may not be relevant or timely enough to influence the project direction. Further 
reviews do not usually cover organizational problems such as culture, competency and authority problems 
which can be the root cause of systemic problems [40] which may lead to MA escapes later. Checklists 
are often utilized as part of the review process but they do not substitute for reviewers with expertise in 
their review area. 

Lessons Learned Rely on SME Reviewers 

Reviews may not efficiently or adequately incorporate lessons learned from previous programs into the 
new design. This knowledge usually comes from SMEs experience. Data base containing lessons learned 
could evaluate model, identify risk, and suggest improvements to the design. Can even be applied to 
following best design practices. Reasons for deviations can be captured in the model. 

We expect MBE to address these problems going forward, which we describe in the following section; 
however, the transition between the current and future state will itself create problems that are important 
for MA practitioners to consider and so we also describe the expected transitions and the relevant MA 
implications of each in Section 5.2. 
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Future State 

 
Figure 18. Future independent review process. 

In the future state, the design team collaborates using a fully integrated model. SMEs have access to the 
current design and at any time can provide designers with comments and feedback. Designers can then 
incorporate SME input into the model. The model is evaluated via automated metrics that monitor 
coverage of review entrance criteria. When review entrance criteria is met, review material is 
automatically generated from the model, and a focused review is held (note smaller tables in Figure 18 vs 
Figure 17). 

Table 10. Purpose of Interdependent Reviews Current State vs. Future State 

Purpose of Independent Review How (current) How (end state) 
Assess the status of and progress 
toward accomplishing the planned 
activities [32]. 

Present schedule, cost status Automated assessment of status with 
standardized metrics and reports 

Validate the technical tradeoffs 
explored and design solutions 
proposed [32]. 

Describe rationale of key 
tradeoffs, decision criteria, 
baseline design and alternates 

Detailed backup to decision rationale 
integrated in model during collaborative 
development and viewable by 
stakeholders, design team summarizes  
for review 

Identifying technical weaknesses 
or marginal design and potential 
problems (risks) and 
recommending improvements and 
corrective [31, 25, 32]. 

List predicts, compliance to 
requirements, risk and plans  
for risk burndown for high 
probability risks 

Auto generate predicts, compliance, risk 
plans from model data 
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Purpose of Independent Review How (current) How (end state) 

Making judgments on the 
activities’ readiness for the follow-
on events, including additional 
future evaluation milestones to 
improve the likelihood of a 
successful outcome [31, 32]. 

Go/no-go decisions are made by 
leaders with SME input 

Go/no-go based on extended detailed 
content review driven from model, 
rather than subset of review content 

Making assessments and 
recommendations to the project 
team, center, and agency 
management [32]. 

Extended review team manually 
reviews work products, charts, 
provides feedback 

Annotate model directly during review 

Providing a historical record, that 
can be referenced, of decisions 
that were made during these 
formal reviews [31, 25, 32]. 

Review products are captured by 
CM (charts, etc.), Requirements, 
allocations, margins, schedules, 
risks, budgets 

Total model, with annotations during 
review, CM control 

Assessing the technical risk status 
and current risk profile [32]. 

Assess presented technical 
baseline, assess risk & status 
based on presented material. 
100% manual assessment. 

Assessments done through 
summarizing results of automated 
independent model checks (50%+ 
automated assessment) 

 
Table 11. Independent Review Improvement Goals 

Review 
Property Current State Mid State End State 

Quantity ~15 reviews Same Same 

Frequency ~6-month review spacing Same Review spacing determined 
by completion of explicit 
entrance criteria in model 

Prep time 30-60 day review prep time Current-state review work 
products auto generated, 
manually reviewed (separate 
models) 

Prep automated, new prep 
focused on internal review of 
‘dashboard’ content 
(integrated models) 

Breadth of 
involvement 

Broad stakeholder 
involvement (science, 
program, SMEs) 

Same Stakeholder self-service, pull 
coherent tech baseline on-
demand anytime in lifecycle, 
give real time feedback 

Review 
CONOPS 

Formal PPT-type 
presentation by program 
team, stakeholder in-person 

Generate key content of 
review PPT deck from model 
with automation, stakeholder 
in-person. 

Two phase review, A) broad 
collaborative on integrated 
model, content coverage 
measured by analytics B) 
focused Q/A on key areas 
surfaced in (A). 

Schedule impact Development stopped during 
prep/review cycle, waits for 
‘go’ decision 

Reduced prep time due to 
auto-gen of portions of PPT 
deck 

Eliminate prep time for review 
and associated schedule 
impact 

Team impact Loss of design momentum 
during prep/design context 
switch 

Team must prep for areas of 
review content not 
automated 

Reduce impact in prep phase 
from auto-prep, team must still 
review content, update 
baseline  

Design 
inconsistency 
checks 

80% found manually in prep, 
10% found in review, 10% 
latent 

85% found manually in prep, 
10% found in review, 5% 
latent (reduced through key 
content generation) 

90% found in auto review 
prep through analytics, 10% 
found in review (A/B), <0.5% 
latent defects left 
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Table 12. Top Ten Risks in Space Launch Missions 

Top Risks in Space Launch 
Missions [14] 

Current Identification Method Future State Identification Method 

Test-Like-You-Fly Exceptions: 
hardware and/or software testing is 
not representative and end-use case. 

Identified manually Exceptions are still identified manually 
process, but fully integrated model 
facilitates identification of these 
exceptions  

Critical Qualification Margins: 
hardware with minimal safety margins 

Identified manually for critical items MBE provides checks for qualification 
margins of critical items 

First-Flight Items: items that have 
not been demonstrated to work under 
actual flight conditions 

Identified via review of the bill of 
materials 

Bill of materials part of MBE model 

Single-Point Failures Identified manually and documented 
in the reliability analysis 

Analysis of MBE model will identify 
single point failures 

Nonconformance: hardware or 
software that does not meet 
specification 

Manually review customer justification 
for use “as is” 

Fully integrated model aids in 
analysis/ justification of whether 
hardware can be used “as-is” 

Anomalies: hardware or software did 
not perform as expected 

Careful review and analysis required 
to determine root cause 

MBE will facilitate determination of 
root cause  

Escapes: events in which the 
contractor missed something 

Identified manually Computer analytics will aid in locating 
escapes 

Unverified Failures: root cause of 
failure not identified 

Manually detail cause and effect 
relationships and potential root 
causes and remedies 

Computer analytics will aid in 
identifying potential root causes 

Out-of-Position/Sequence Work Review team manually reviews impact 
on the mission, and offers 
recommendations 

Out of sequence work is tracked and 
managed. Process adherence is 
enforced through tool constraints. 

Out-of-Family Results Manual statistical process control is 
utilized 

MBE will facilitate trending analysis to 
identify out-of-family results and 
identify any changes in the production 
process 

 
F.4. Transition and Implementation Recommendations 

During the transition from traditional reviews to model-based reviews, we see three main transition 
stages: review of essentially the same content as today but linked in an integrated model, review of 
domain and subject-matter specific views of the model tailored for the audience, and automated review 
checkers that handle most of the review tasks. 

The first stage relies on the traceability of model elements between various tools and engineering design 
and analysis work. Today, most model-based efforts are focused on traceability and linking, and so the 
transition from current practice to this first stage should be relatively simple. 

Following the first stage we see tailored reviews that will be driven by the need of SMEs to review 
complex integrated models without being held back by the inherent complexity of these models. This may 
involve viewpoint design based on discipline (e.g., thermal, power, communications, optical, RF) and 
allow SMEs in these areas to completely walk through the technical baseline from their perspective to 
assess maturity and risk. We also expect these tailored viewpoints to extend to non-technical areas such as 
the cost and schedule baseline. 

This second stage prepares us for the final automated stage where most review tasks are done 
automatically using a combination of machine learning and human computation. Here, machines are 
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trained to know what to look for based on legacy program data gathered during the first two stages, along 
with historical recording of reviewer actions in the second stage. The potential is great in this last stage 
for a dramatic positive impact on MA, especially as this approach is applied broadly across all mission 
classes. Initially humans will provide review feedback on ambiguous areas, but over time as machine 
learning algorithms build up adequate knowledge then manual review steps will become less and less 
frequent. Finally, these automated review systems can be deployed earlier within the design cycle, and 
thus give the earliest and quickest response to design decisions—even responding in real time as design 
modifications occur. 

To gain the most MA impact of MBE on independent reviews the transition from early stages to the final 
automated stage should be prioritized. This first involves open capture of technical baseline data in a way 
that can be commonly understood. One way to help this along is standardizing on model ontologies. 
Work within industry on ontology tends to be product-based, and in organizations like JPL they tend to be 
mission-focused. It is likely that ontologies will play a key role in allowing automated model checkers 
that speed independent reviews, and so we recommend studies that consider how ontologies can help in 
the MA area for model-based projects. 

F.5. Risks and Challenges 

1. Automation risks 
a. Automated model views need to be tailored to each reviewer’s background increasing 

deployment cost for reviews and reducing return on investment (ROI). The risk here is in 
anticipating the reviewer’s needs properly and working out the interaction between 
visualizations and reviewers in a way that is efficient and effective. 

b. Increased reliance on automation also increases the likelihood of a systemic fault passing 
through unnoticed by the automation. 

c. MA practitioners may not accept or trust automated results or automation escapes can lead to 
abandoning automation entirely in favor of legacy manual processes. 

d. Resistance to change from manual to automated within engineering disciplines due to 
perceived loss of work, retraining, entrenched workflows/tools/skills. 

2. Infrastructure investment challenges: 
a. Systems and databases outside the normal MBE realm must be integrated to provide MA 

information together with the technical, cost, schedule baselines increasing integration costs, 
and data including: 
 
 Nonconformance information 
 Bill of material historical data (first flight) 
 Action item tracking systems 
 Test results 
 Manufacturing databases 
 

b. Out of sequence work problems and process adherence can be tracked and managed with 
current technology and connected to integrated system models but entail significant 
infrastructure investment that may not be warranted for the benefit of a single contractor, 
example technologies include: 
 
 Paperless test procedure planning, control, and execution 
 Tool instrumentation and electronic integration 
 Machine vision 
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3. Ramp-up time for reviewers on model may be prohibitive: 
a. If we keep the same review team throughout the review cycle then ramp-up time is reduced; 

however, diversity of perspective suffers and this may reduce model coverage. 
b. If a variety of reviewers is used between events then reviewed material needs to be  

broadly intuitive, and browse-able by technical competent but non-expert reviewers as  
well as experts. 
 

Lessons Learned 

1. Currently available MBSE tool suites and graphics standards are complex enough to be unusable 
outside modeler and advanced systems engineer communities, and this often limits collaboration 
to systems team for MBSE models. 

2. PowerPoint-type diagrams, that simplify and summarize various aspects of a system, continue to 
be needed even though they often duplicate model content. Automated layout technology exists 
but application to reviews is in its infancy, currently. 

3. There are no comprehensive open data exchange format standards that also retain views and 
layouts of diagrams between tools, even within the MBSE tool space, when considering the wider 
set of MBSE tools information sharing is difficult and often requires custom scripts and 
automation. Tool vendors are addressing this individually but no independent standard has been 
adopted as of this writing. When extended into the PLM space, all vendors have the same basic 
strategy, namely to lock you into their tool echo systems and then upsell more features. This 
strategy is challenged by open data exchange and so vendors really have a disincentive to 
implement this. 

What are the Questions MA Practitioners Should Ask for an MBE-Based Project? 

1. How do I know this is the latest model view being reviewed? 
2. How are changes controlled and governed for the model(s)? 
3. How can we be assured that the model checkers catch errors? 
4. How do reviewers know the changes and their significance from the prior review? 
5. Was new functionality added or removed from the prior review, and how do the review materials 

reflect this? 
6. What actions were taken from the last review and how can we see from the model that the 

proposed changes and dispositions were incorporated in the baseline? 
 
Recommendations for Transitioning to Future State 

The infrastructure challenges for achieving the MBE vision require a significant investment as part of 
each company’s internal infrastructure and, as with any large Information Technology (IT) projects, 
success is not assured, in fact by some estimates less than 20 percent [5] of large IT infrastructure projects 
are successful. Organizations like NASA JPL have invested heavily in transforming their IT infrastructure 
to support more broad use of MBE/MBSE and often publish the result of their labor in open-source 
repositories for use by others. Though these resources are available understanding and adopting this 
infrastructure is difficult for the industry because it is not integrated into a framework  
that is built for wide adoption and deployment. There would be value in starting an open-source 
community surrounding MBE for space systems in particular. Within this community, the required 
frameworks, tools, and integrations can be developed to help push adoption of MBE along quicker by 
reducing each company’s up-front investment and reducing risk of taking on a large IT infrastructure 
development project. 
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How CDRLs May Change: 

For formal reviews that are called out contractually, review materials are often requested as a deliverable 
at some time before the review (e.g., two weeks prior to review). In the future with model based, there 
may be value in a continual delivery of incremental information as the design progresses rather than a 
large delivery prior to a review. This would allow for early feedback, improved stakeholder alignment 
and would reduce the likelihood of surprises during the review process. How this delivery occurs may be 
far different and instead of a formal delivery there may be access to model entry points relevant to the 
customer. This method of delivery reduces the overhead of preparing work products for delivery; 
however, there are perils on both the customer and the contractor side. For the customer, they must have 
the ability to de-couple their model view from the contractor’s infrastructure such that they can refer to 
the model in the future even if the contractor ceases operations or decommissions infrastructure. For the 
contractor, they must consider when system information is mature enough to share, and therefore receive 
feedback and comments against. With this in mind, review CDRLs may transition to call outs for a certain 
level of model fidelity. There may be certain expected information in the contractor’s model prior to a 
major milestone but with “access” to the model starting from some earlier date and with little expectation 
for maturity. The CDRL for the MBE approach will specify the model elements with applicable details 
relevant to the program phase to be included in the model. 

General MA Recommendations: 

1. Review completeness of the model: how mature is the information contained in the model? 
Look for indications of model completeness and model quality (are there orphan requirements, 
floating parts, etc.) 

2. Run validated model checkers 
a. Ensure a valid relationship exists between functions, requirements, and hardware 
b. Ensure interfaces are defined and designed properly 
c. Proper qualification margins 
d. Identify single-point failure 
 

3. Review configuration control process of the model 
a. What is the latest version of the model 
b. What has changed in the model and why 
c. Who approved/authorized the change 
 

4. Consider volatility of the model as an indicator of risk  
a. See what areas of the model are changing the most, and which are stable. Does this 

information coincide with the program plan, directed program changes, etc. 
 

5. Assess gap between model and as-built configuration. 
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Appendix G. Summary of MA Process Areas 

The selected MA processes are detailed in the MA MBE environment within this document to supplement 
TOR-2011(8591)-21 [27]. 
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